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Unexpected mechanical properties of nucleic acids

Aleksander V. Drozdetski

(ABSTRACT)

Mechanical deformations of nucleic acids (NA) play a very important role in many biological
life processes. The bending persistence length of DNA is of specific interest, because so much
eukaryotic DNA that stores genetic information is tightly packed inside cell nuclei, even
though DNA is considered to be a relatively stiff biopolymer. However, recent experiments
suggest that DNA may be more flexible than its persistence length (∼ 150 bp or ∼ 47 nm)
suggests, especially for fragments shorter than 100 bp. It is important to reconcile these
two seemingly competing pictures of DNA bending by providing a model that can explain
the novel results without discrediting old experiments and the widely-accepted worm-like
chain model. Another factor that influences both molecular geometry as well as mechanical
properties is the ionic atmosphere surrounding the NA. It is known that multivalent ions with
charge of +3e and higher can condense DNA into aggregates at high enough concentration.
However, most conventional models cannot explain why RNA and DNA condense at different
concentrations. Furthermore, our recent simulation results suggest that even though DNA
persistence length decreases with multivalent ion concentration due to increasing electrostatic
screening, RNA actually becomes stiffer due to a structural transition from the internal
binding of the counterions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nucleic acids (NA) are arguably the most important polymer in the world, because they are
responsible for the genetic information that holds the key to all living organisms. Ribonucleic
acids (RNA) were first to evolve into molecules heredity, but they are somewhat unstable,
especially compared to its ultimate successor, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). While RNA
still plays a huge role in cellular processes, particularly transcription and translation, the
genetic information of almost all living organisms today is stored using DNA. Many molecular
mechanisms important to life involve processes of mechanical deformation that affect DNA
functions such as the compact packing of DNA into chromatin gene expression, and formation
of DNA-protein complexes. While the famous double-helix structure of DNA has been known
since Watson and Crick published their theoretical paper on its geometry in 1953[269], there
have been many studies refining the structure and investigating its mechanical properties
such as stretching, twisting, and bending rigidity. While all mechanical properties provide
important insights into the dynamics of NA, bending deformations play a significantly larger
role in most DNA processes compared to stretching and twisting. In fact, roughly 80%
of all eukaryotic genomic DNA is packed tightly inside cell nuclei [209], which requires a
significant amount of bending. But in order to understand how DNA bends, it is crucial
to have a clear picture of the underlying mechanisms that are responsible for influencing
DNA flexibility. There are many known factors that affect the bending flexibility of DNA,
such as its structural conformation, ionic strength conditions, and even genetic composition
(i.e. sequence). Furthermore, recent experimental evidence suggests that DNA may be more
flexible than predicted by the classical picture[54, 55, 274, 262], which has stirred up quite
a bit of controversy in the field. While many argue that the widely-accepted “harmonic”
bending is a valid model for elastic DNA deformation [70, 172, 266, 176], there has been
more and more evidence, both experimental and from simulations, of the breakdown of the
classic model in the so-called strong bending regime.

NA condensation mediated by multivalent counterions is another biologically important phe-
nomenon. It has been studied extensively [155, 20, 167, 33, 86, 272, 27, 28], and many models
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exist to describe the process [189, 36, 244, 178, 72, 125, 126, 5, 250, 251, 127, 118], and yet
there are many unanswered questions regarding the mechanism on the atomic level. Since
NA are negatively charged molecules, they inherently repel other NA, and attract positively
charged counterions. When bound to the NA molecules, these counterions effectively neutral-
ize the phosphates by “screening” the electrostatic repulsion. If the degree of neutralization
is high enough, the NA molecules can actually condense into aggregates if the charge of the
counterions is +3e or higher[272, 27, 28]. This phenomenon has been studied extensively
[92, 93, 276, 97, 34, 206, 157, 211, 212, 29, 146, 128, 231, 182, 170, 127, 110, 151, 119], yet
there is no single accurate model of NA condensation and there are many unexplained ef-
fects. A better understanding of this process can help shed light on many biological processes
involving NA, such as packing and gene expression.

1.1 Background Information

1.1.1 NA structure

NA are biopolymers typically consisting of nucleotides; even though there are many examples
of single-stranded NA (such as messenger RNA used in gene expression), this thesis focuses
specifically on double-stranded NA. Each nucleotide consists of a nitrogenous base (purine or
pyrimidine), a 5-carbon sugar ring (ribose in RNA and deoxyribose in DNA), and a phosphate
group (see Fig.1.1). Within each strand, the nucleotides are joined by phosphodiester bonds,
and the two strands are held together by hydrogen bonds between the bases, with two
complimentary nucleotides forming a base-pair (bp). In DNA, Adenine (A) is paired with
Thymine (T), and Guanine (G) is paired with Cytosine (C). For RNA, the complimentary
base to Adenine is Uracil (U), rather than Thymine. These are usually referred to as Watson-
Crick pairs. While other pairings occur in nature such as in the case of DNA triplex, Watson-
Crick pairing are by far the most common configuration of base-pairs found in naturally
occurring double-stranded NA.

Due to its highly-charged nature (linear charge density of −2e per bp), that is a result of the
phosphates in the backbone, double-helical NA are unstable in vacuum due to electrostatic
repulsion between the complimentary strands. In solution, it is stabilized by the presence of
positively-charged, neutralizing counterions, typically monovalent ions such as Na+ (from salt
such as NaCl). The self-repulsion of phosphates also contributes to the molecule’s apparent
stiffness. In fact, there have been several attempts to quantify the electrostatic contribution
to the bending persistence length of DNA [204, 235, 165]

Most DNA is considered to be in what is known as canonical B-form conformation, which
is roughly 10 bp/helical turn (about 36◦ inter-bp twist) with a helical rise of ∼ 34 Å and a
diameter of ∼ 20Å. While this is considered to be the most common form of DNA, another
biologically relevant conformation of DNA is the A-form, which has a shorter helical rise
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Figure 1.1: A schematic representation of the DNA structure.

(∼ 30 Å) than B-form, but is slightly wider (∼ 23 Å), and has a smaller inter-bp twist
(∼ 33◦). The characteristic features of A-form DNA are tilted base-pairs and a small opening
along the helical axis when viewed from above. It is worth noting that while the two forms
are discussed here in the context of DNA, they are also applicable to double-stranded RNA.

The main difference between DNA and RNA is the hydroxyl group bonded to the 2′ C
atom in RNA, which is absent in DNA. While this seems like a minor difference that doesn’t
change some of the other important qualities of RNA compared to DNA (like charge density),
this structural difference becomes crucial in determining possible conformations of double-
stranded RNA (dsRNA). Notably, the presence of the extra oxygen restricts the possible
conformations of the backbone, forcing RNA to have an A-form double-helix with the B-
form being highly unfavorable energetically. Furthermore, the presence of the hydroxyl group
results in reduced stability of RNA due to its susceptibility to hydrolysis. While most RNA
in vivo is actually single-stranded (ssRNA), recent findings indicate that dsRNA plays a
more important role in living organisms than previously thought[255, 98, 38].

1.1.2 Polymer bending and the worm-like chain

The behaviour of a flexible polymer with respect to bending is governed by its bending
persistence length Lp, which is a measure of the length-scale at which the tangents to the
polymer become uncorrelated:
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Figure 1.2: A schematic representation of a part of a long polymer, showing a bending site
with angle θi between two successive segments of length l.

〈cos θ〉s = e−s/Lp (1.1)

here θ is the angle between two tangents separated by a distance s along the polymer. In
other words, segments of the polymer shorter than Lp can be considered more or less as rigid
rods, unable to bend significantly from thermal fluctuations.

The current most widely-accepted model of DNA bending is the worm-like chain (WLC)
model, which treats the polymer as a chain of discreet segments of length l ≪ Lp and
assumes the fluctuations of individual bend angles between successive segments θi to be
independent. A real polymer can also stretch and twist, but the simplest form of WLC
decouples these modes and considers only the bending degree of freedom with the total
energy defined as:

EWLC
chain (θ1, θ2, . . . , θN) =

N
∑

i=1

Ebend(θi) (1.2)

where θi is the angle between two consecutive segments (see Fig. 1.2), or a bending site,
and Ebend(θ) is the effective bending energy function. If we expand Ebend(θi) around a
global minimum θ0 (∂Ebend(θi = θ0)/∂θi = 0), the lowest order remaining term is necessarily
quadratic:

EhWLC
chain (θ1, θ2, . . . , θN ) =

N
∑

i=1

(

1

2
a(θi − θ0)

2 +O(θ3i )

)

(1.3)

where a is a constant. Furthermore, without loss of generality we can assume no intrinsic
curvature of the polymer (θ0 = 0), i.e. the ground state is a straight line. Then, for small
enough θi, just the quadratic term should provide an accurate enough approximation:

EhWLC
chain (θ1, θ2, . . . , θN) =

N
∑

i=1

1

2
kBT

Lp

l
(θi)

2 (1.4)
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. This is called the harmonic
WLC (or hWLC for short), which is essentially the bending equivalent of Hooke’s law.
In the continuum macroscopic limit, it corresponds to Landau’s model of a thin elastic
rod. The hWLC model has been quite successful at describing the behaviour of DNA, and
many classical experiments [19, 59, 59, 265, 232, 99, 100, 254, 70] have found it to be in
perfect agreement with measurements. The harmonic model of DNA bending has led to
the development of a set of detailed, sequence-dependent energy functions that describe
DNA deformation at the level of base-pair steps[56]. Within the range of their applicability,
these models are extremely useful in practice as they can predict relative free energies of
deformation of realistic DNA sequences.

However, given the nature of the approximation, it is evident that for large enough values
of θi it will no longer be accurate, as the contribution from the higher order terms can no
longer be neglected. These terms can potentially lead to non-trivial effects: for example, it
is the an-harmonic terms in atomic potential that lead to the existence of thermal expansion
phenomenon in solids[11]. In the context of DNA, this begs the question: is this threshold
outside of biologically relevant bending, or does the hWLC model break down well before the
strong bending regime? While this question remains unanswered, some recent experiments
suggest that the latter might be the case[55, 274, 262]. It is important that the deviations
were seen only on relatively short length scales: central limiting theorem necessitates that
the polymer behavior approaches hWLC on long length scales[274, 273]. It was noted[54]
that the “classical” experiments were typically performed on long length scales and therefore
may have missed these new effects.

The picture becomes even more complicated when ionic strength of the solvent is taken
into account. Since NA are negatively-charged polymers, the presence of positively charged
counterions can affect the bending rigidity of the molecule due to Debye-Hückel electrostatic
screening of the phosphates. Conventional models suggest that the bending flexibility should
increase with ionic concentration, and this has been found to agree with experimental evi-
dence for monovalent counterions. One might expect that multivalent counterions produce
the same result, but there have not been enough studies done to confirm this hypothesis,
especially for RNA. While there have been many studies on DNA bending persistence length
and how its affected by the structure of the molecule and its surrounding environment,
dsRNA has only recently become of interest to researchers. Specifically, it has been found
to play a key role in RNA interference[255], and may have potential medicinal applications
[98, 38].

1.1.3 Molecular Dynamics

While it is unlikely that any single approach, experimental or theoretical, will be able
to provide a definitive resolution of the issues outlined above, atomic level models and
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can complement experiment and provide unique in-
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sights. Modern force fields[57, 160, 81, 47] have been shown to accurately reproduce a
variety of structural and dynamical properties of small fragments of canonical and non-
canonical nucleic acids in water[49, 237, 48, 177, 243, 228, 50, 89, 25, 75, 76, 183, 22],
their interaction with solvent[23, 77, 224, 162], counterions[177, 101, 77, 12, 208], and
proteins[31, 24, 14, 253, 135]. Importantly, forcefields such as AMBER[43] can repro-
duce high-level quantum mechanical calculations for hydrogen bonding and back stacking
interactions[107, 4, 195, 241, 240, 242]. Moreover, these forcefields can now provide rea-
sonable descriptions of non-trivial conformational changes such as the A → B transition in
duplex and triplex DNA[49, 237, 48, 177, 243, 228, 51].

1.1.4 Implicit Solvent and the Generalized Born approximation

The traditional all atom explicit solvent molecular dynamics can yield a very detailed picture
of complex interactions between biomolecules and the surrounding solvent, but it is too
demanding computationally[281] to accomplish all of the tasks set in this thesis. Recently,
novel approaches that greatly enhance conformational sampling and provide simple means
of estimating free energy of conformational states have become available for nucleic acids[53,
121, 281]. These methods have been employed to model DNA free in solution[282, 267, 261,
238, 213], binding between proteins and nucleic acids[282, 14, 115, 62, 6, 53], as well as for
energetic analysis of conformational changes such as the A → B transition[260].

The implicit solvation methodology[58, 108, 21, 161, 88, 220, 156] represents water by a
uniform continuous medium that has the properties of water, but without individual water
molecules. The model is relatively new, but has already shown considerable promise[247, 104,
105, 221, 200, 71, 114, 87, 58, 18, 144, 78], especially in molecular dynamics applications[69,
61, 239, 40, 259, 268, 188, 84, 234, 185, 143].

The total energy of a solvated molecule includes solvation effects implicitly, via Etot =
Evac+∆Gsolv, where Evac is molecule’s energy in vacuum (gas-phase), and ∆Gsolv is the free
energy of transferring the molecule from vacuum into solvent, i.e. solvation free energy. The
vacuum energy is computed in the same manner as Etot in the explicit solvent approach,
but without water or counterions. To compute the solvation contribution, ∆Gsolv, it is
decomposed into the electrostatic and non-electrostatic parts:

∆Gsolv = ∆Gsolv
el +∆Gsolv

nonpolar, (1.5)

The ∆Gel part also includes the screening effects of ionic atmosphere. In practice, ∆Gel can
be computed either at the level of Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation[108], or its analytical
approximations such as the generalized Born (GB) model[247, 18]. The hydrophobic effects
are implicitly included in ∆Gnonpolar, typically through a surface tension (SA) term.

The continuum, or implicit solvent, model has several critical advantages over the explicit
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water representation:

1. Considerably lower computational costs;

2. improved sampling (mainly due to the absence of viscosity);

3. ability to easily estimate relative energies of molecular structures, even very large ones.
Note that Etot defined above implicitly includes free energy of solvent rearrangement,
including the contribution from the ionic atmosphere.

4. Absence of potential artifacts of periodic boundary conditions. This may be especially
important for highly charged systems where large conformational changes are expected.

The rate of conformational sampling in explicit solvent is expected to be enhanced by 20
to, perhaps, even 100 fold for the DNA[260, 278]. Thus, a 10 ns simulation effectively cor-
responds to hundreds of nanoseconds or more of “real” time. The implicit solvent approach
can therefore be considered as a technique that greatly enhances conformational sampling
while preserving the thermodynamic properties of the system.

The particular implicit solvent method used in my research was the GB approximation,
which represents the electrostatic term of the solvation contribution ∆Gsolv as:

∆Gel = −
1

2

(

1

ǫin
−

1

ǫout

)

∑

i,j

qiqj
√

r2ij +RiRj exp−r2ij/(4RiRj)
(1.6)

where rij is the spatial separation between two charges qi and qj, Ri/j are the effective Born
radii that quantify the degree of how buried the atoms are within the molecular cavity, and
ǫin/ǫout are the dielectric constants inside and outside the molecule respectively.

1.1.5 Further advancements in computational methods

Another approach to speeding up simulation rate to obtain longer time-scales is better,
optimized hardware. One way to do this is to build a machine specifically designed to
carry out MD simulations, such as Anton[226]. These powerful supercomputers are capable
of accessing millisecond time-scales with explicit solvent[227]. However, not only is this
expensive, it is somewhat impractical due to its narrow applicability and limited accessibility
to researchers.

The alternative is to use available hardware that can be adapted (via special software) for
faster calculations used in MD simulations. Specifically, parallel computing is ideal for cal-
culating atomic energies at a much faster rate than conventional methods. Supercomputers
with multiple CPUs per node show up to tenfold increase in simulation speeds, and can
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be used by many researchers who have access to local or remote clusters. However, these
supercomputers are frequently overloaded with jobs for many other research projects and
sometimes require formal requests for use, limited to a certain number of computational
hours. This may be undesirable for MD simulations, which can sometimes take months even
on these powerful machines.

A more accessible option to researchers is graphical processing unit (GPU) accelerated com-
putation. GPUs are specifically designed hardware for parallel computation, originally cre-
ated for graphics-intensive applications such as ray-tracing. Recent advances in computa-
tional methods allow these modules to be used for Molecular Dynamics, such as in conjunc-
tion with the AMBER platform. While powerful GPU cards can be considered somewhat
expensive, the total cost is usually significantly lower than computational time on a super-
computer, and can be acquired and maintained by researchers without the need to share
the resources with other research groups. Most of the MD simulations done for this thesis
were performed on NVIDIA GPUs using the CUDA framework, either on our group’s own
machines or using the HokieSpeed supercomputer.

1.2 Overview

The main goal of my research was to use computational tools and methods to investigate the
non-trivial aspects of mechanical properties of nucleic acids and nucleic acid condensation,
and to propose theoretical models that are in agreement with both experimental data and
predictions from simulations.

In Chapter 2, we have outlined a general framework of polymer bending and applied it to the
case of DNA cyclization, or the formation of loops from linear fragments. The CHC model
shows profound agreement with recent experimental data that suggests the probability of
cyclization of fragments smaller than 100 bp is magnitudes higher than predicted by classical
models. We then investigate the origin of non-convexity of DNA bending energy that leads to
CHC-like behavior of the molecule. Finally, we investigate the relationship between strength
of confinement of DNA-protein complexes and the bimodal bending observed in unconfined,
constrained polymers with CHC bending energy.

In Chapter 3 we present a multi-shell model of NA condensation that explains the difference
in condensation propensity between DNA and RNA in the presence of multivalent counterion
Cobalt(III) Hexammine, (Co(NH3)

3+
6 ) or simply referred to as CoHex. First we focused on

the MD simulations that helped understand the underlying mechanism and showed that the
number of ions bound externally to the duplexes correlated really well with measured NA
condensation propensity. Then we developed a novel, quantitative multi-shell model of NA
condensation, by taking into account the observations from MD simulations. The model
successfully explains aggregation of short NA molecules and makes predictions for longer
molecules.
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In Chapter 4 we investigated a novel effect observed in MD simulations of dsRNA with
multivalent ions. Contrary to the expectation, CoHex counterions cause RNA persistence to
increase, rather than decrease, by binding inside the electrostatically favorable major groove
and effectively “locking up” the double-helix. We have found this effect to be robust to ion
type and concentration, sequence details, and force-field parameters, and developed a simple
qualitative model that explains this unexpected phenomenon.

Works unrelated to this thesis

Apart from the work discussed in the following chapters, I also have collaborated on several
additional projects which are not a part of this thesis.

My very first project involved implicit solvent MD simulations of asymmetric phosphate
neutralization of short (21 bp) DNA molecules. There have been both experimental[248]
and computational[134, 102] studies that showed electrostatically-induced bending of DNA
when one side of the duplex was partially neutralized by replacing several negatively-charged
phosphate groups with neutral methylphosphonates. I attempted to reproduce this effect
using implicit solvent MD, which allows for much faster simulation speed and thus can
provide longer simulation times necessary for equilibration of the system to obtain more
accurate statistics. While I was able to confirm there was in fact comparable bending to
the previous studies, in order to obtain a more complete picture, different combinations of
methylphosphonate isomers had to be simulated, so the work was never published. Despite
this fact, this work gave us confidence in using implicit solvent MD simulations for large
systems that are either computationally expensive or even impossible to create due to the
exceptionally large size of solvent box and number of water molecules required.

I have worked with Ramu Anandakrishnan on investigating the computational speed-up (or
slowdown) of implicit solvent simulations of small, large and mixed conformational changes
with respect to explicit solvent MD. I helped conduct some MD simulations for the project,
performed parts of the analysis, and participated in the preparation of the manuscript.

We have collaborated with an experimental group at Cornell University and a theoreti-
cal group at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory on using wide-angle x-ray scattering
(WAXS) measurements in combination with MD simulations to understand the structural
changes that occur when CoHex counterions are added to the solution. On its own, WAXS
data can be quite difficult to interpret, but when used in conjunction with MD, we can gain
insight into the structural transitions that occur when counterions bind to the NA duplexes.
Furthermore, this shows that WAXS measurements can be used to refine and improve MD
force-fields. My part in the project was helping conduct necessary MD simulations and
participation in the preparation of the manuscript.

I am also currently collaborating with Arman Fathizadeh from University of Illinois at
Chicago on investigating the potential relationship between bending persistence length es-
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timates and nucleosome binding affinity. We have simulated several long DNA molecules
with various sequences in the hope that we can gain insight into any possible link between
bending persistence length of DNA and its nucleosome binding affinity. Specifically, we are
looking at known nucleosomal sequences (such as the one in the well-known X-ray structure
of nucleosome core particle NCP147, PDB ID: 1KX5), as well as sequences considered to be
unfavorable for nucleosome binding (such as the TGGA repeat).



Chapter 2

Strongly bent double-stranded DNA:
reconciling theory and experiment

2.1 Introduction

Polymer deformation is ubiquitous, and studying the elastic properties of these macro-
molecules is crucial for understanding their dynamics. Biopolymers are abundant in nature
and play crucial roles in many biological processes[96]. Given their relevance to many key
cellular processes[85, 39, 180], it is very important to understand not only their structure,
but physical properties as well. [113, 263, 91, 120] While there are many different kinds
of biopolymers, DNA stands out as a case of its own. Understanding DNA flexibility is
crucial for mechanistic grasp of vital cellular functions such as packaging of DNA compactly
into chromatin, formation of protein/DNA complexes and protein regulation[85, 196]. An
all-important example of DNA deformation, relevant to a variety of biological processes that
depend on the elastic properties, is DNA looping, which occurs in many prokaryotic [94] and
eukariotic [155, 209] systems. There are many regulatory proteins that can loop DNA in var-
ious conformations, most notably the nucleosome, which is involved in DNA packing within
cell nuclei. Not only is DNA looping crucial in regulation of many biological processes involv-
ing DNA[222], but the majority of eukareotic genomic DNA (75-80%) is packed tightly into
nucleosomes and subsequently chromatin fibers [209]. The nucleosome consists of roughly
150 bp of DNA looped almost twice around a histone core, which is significant bending on
such a small scale. However, despite decades of intense experimental and theoretical effort,
the story of how this arguably most important polymer behaves under deformation is far
from complete, with controversies and new developments abound[262, 266, 176, 219].

The bending flexibility of a polymer is conventionally quantified in terms of its persistence
length, Lp, a length scale below which the polymer behaves more or less like a rigid rod.
Specifically, Lp is defined as length of DNA segment over which the time-averaged orientation
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of the polymer becomes uncorrelated; for fragments smaller than Lp, the thermal fluctuation
alone is not enough to induce significant (∼ 1 rad [258]) bending. This definition of Lp can
be exploited to qualitatively separate the two bending regimes: if no considerable bending
occurs on length scales shorter than Lp, the polymer can be deemed weakly bent; otherwise
the bending is assumed to be strong. A variety of experimental techniques [19, 59, 59, 265,
232, 99, 100, 254, 70], reveal that DNA is unusually stiff, with Lp roughly equal to 500 Å(≈
150 bp) for mixed sequence B-form DNA. Thus, the fundamental level of DNA packaging –
the nucleosome – contains strongly bent double-stranded DNA.

Response of DNA to mechanical stress has been studied extensively [82, 233, 168, 169, 19,
29, 85, 139, 54, 274, 15, 26, 32, 55, 68, 70, 103, 138, 173, 225, 248, 199, 196], which led
to a consensus in modeling the weak bending regime, while the strong bending regime is
highly controversial, as we show below. Arguably the most widely used simplified model of
DNA bending is the worm-like chain (WLC) model. In the original WLC[136, 173, 70], the
polymer is modeled as a continuous, isotropic elastic rod with its deformation energy being
a quadratic function of the deformation angle. A more common variant of this model is the
discrete version, where the bending energy of the polymer consisting of N segments of length
l is:

E =
N−1
∑

i

1

2
kBT

Lp

l
θ2i (2.1)

where θi is the angle between two consecutive segments (see inset of Fig. 2.1). Various
theoretical models of DNA bending, including sequence-dependence [56, 140, 67, 83], were
consequently developed that assumed harmonic angular deformation energy of DNA. There
is little doubt that the Hookean, “elastic rod” models accurately describe many polymers
in the weak bending regime [96], including double-stranded DNA[70, 173, 175]. Indeed,
lowest order term of a Taylor series expansion of any well-behaved function around its local
minimum is quadratic, which means that for small deviations from equilibrium, the response
function can be considered harmonic. However, by the same logic it should be expected
that beyond a certain threshold the bending energy may no longer be approximated by the
quadratic term alone, and that the strong bending regime contains regions of the energy
function where the behavior of the polymer differs from the weak bending regime.

Within the last few decades, the prevailing view of DNA as a Hookean polymer was chal-
lenged when experiments were able to investigate the flexibility of DNA on scales smaller
than several Lp. Previously, only very large fragments (hundreds to thousands of base-pairs)
were investigated[19, 59], and thus only the weak bending regime was probed. Small DNA
fragments (≈ 100bp) were found to have a higher probability of cyclization (spontaneous
formation of loops) than that predicted by the WLC theory[55]. This discovery sparked
considerable controversy, which still remains unresolved. What is particularly puzzling is
that strongly bent DNA appears less rigid than the DNA in the Hookean regime. Some of
the follow-up experimental and theoretical work supports the validity of WLC even on small
scales [70, 172, 266, 176], while others show that smaller fragments of DNA are indeed much
more flexible[274, 262] than previously thought, and that bending of short double-helical
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DNA fragments can not be described by a harmonic model[274].

In this chapter we propose, and verify against available experiment, a unified theoretical
description of polymer bending that treats the weak and strong bending regimes on the
same footing, guided by a simple physical principle.

2.2 The proposed unified framework of polymer bend-

ing

Consider a polymer chain made of N ≫ 1 inextensible, identical monomer subunits with “ef-
fective” (implicitly includes long-range interactions between subunits) bending deformation
energy E(θi) for each bending site, where θi is the angle between two successive segments (see
inset of Fig. 2.1). The total energy of the polymer is Echain =

∑N
i E(θi), and without the

loss of generality we assume no intrinsic bends, i.e. E(0) = 0. In order to induce an average
non-zero bend in the chain, the polymer must be constrained, and the problem of finding the
equilibrium polymer conformation is reduced to minimizing Echain, subject to the specific
constraint of the problem. Here we assume that entropic effects can be neglected at length
scales of interest (not much larger than the polymer persistence length) – an assumption
that we explicitly confirm below by numerical experiments.

In classical thermodynamics, for a system to be stable against a macroscopic fluctuation in
energy, the entropy of the system as a function of energy (S(E)) must be concave (non-
convex). Any chord connecting two points on a graph of S(E) must lie below the curve
itself in order to satisfy the second law of thermodynamics (maximum S). Conversely, the
inverse function E(S) must be convex. If, however, E(S) is not convex over some region,
the system phase-separates once this region is reached, with the properties of the two phases
corresponding to the end points of the convex hull of the non-convex region. The actual,
physical average energy of the system follows the convex hull, which makes the energy
manifestly convex. This very general reasoning is applicable to polymer stretching[219] and
macroscopic mechanical deformations[13, 37]. Here we use the analogy to describe polymer
response to bending.

Consider a uniformly bent polymer – constant curvature along the chain. A closed circular
loop would be an example. By construction, such a polymer consists of identically bent
subunits with the bending angle equal to the average deformation angle, θ̄ = N−1

∑N
i θi,

and its total energy Echain = NE(θ̄). Here E(θ) is the effective bending energy of the
polymer, which takes into account all the interactions, short- and long- range, between its
monomers.

Next we consider a realistic situation where the polymer bending is enforced by just one
constraint: that the total sum of the monomer bend angles remains constant, α =

∑N
i θi =

const.. A circular loop,
∑N

i θi = 2π would be an example. Mathematically, the problem
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of finding the minimum energy conformation of the polymer can be represented as energy
minimization under a specific constraint:

NE(θ̄) = min
∑N

i=1
θi=Nθ̄=α

{

N
∑

i

E(θi)} (2.2)

Using Lagrange multipliers, Eq. 2.2 can be reduced to min{E(θ1)+ · · ·+E(θN)−λ(θ1+ · · ·+
θN − α)}. Differentiating with respect to θi gives a set of equations ∂θiE(θi)− λ = 0 (for all
i) which leads to a set of equalities ∂θ1E(θ1) = ∂θ2E(θ2) = · · · = ∂θNE(θN). For a convex
functional form of E(θ), ∂θE(θ) monotonically increases with θ, and therefore the equalities
are satisfied only if θ1 = θ2 = · · · = θN . However, for a non-convex function we can have two
stable conformational states characterized by θa and θb bend angles respectively, such that
∂θiE(θa) = ∂θiE(θb) for some θa < θb. Therefore, in the energy minimized state of a polymer
with a non-convex effective bending energy, all subunits are bent to one of the two stable
conformations: in one, the units are bent stronger than in the other. Let 0 < p < 1 represent
the fraction of all the bending sites that are in the state θa. Since the remaining sites are in the
state θb, their fraction of the total number of sites N is given by 1−p. Then the total bending
angle in terms of θa and θb is given by Npθa + N(1 − p)θb = Nθ̄ = α, and the minimum
bending energy per monomer in the non-convex region is E(θ̄) = pE(θa) + (1 − p)E(θb).
Rewriting p = (θ̄ − θb)/(θa − θb), we have

E(θ̄) =
θ̄ − θb
θa − θb

(E(θa)− E(θb)) + E(θb) (2.3)

which proves that in the non-convex region, the polymer energy is a linear function of the
average deformation θ̄ (see Fig. 2.1).

2.3 Bending of a circular loop, weak and strong

While many different types of constraints can be physically realized, one of the most impor-
tant ones is the closed loop constraint, which is also used in DNA cyclization experiments[233,
70, 55] critical in the study of the strong bending regime. Consider the case of a single closed
loop α =

∑N
i θi = 2π. While in general nothing restricts the loop from bending in 3D, un-

less there is a lot of torsional energy in the closed polymer, the loop can be assumed to be
confined to a 2D plane to simplify the mathematics of the following model. As we show
using coarse-grained simulations of such closed loops (with a defined bending energy), the
energy minimized states exhibit minimal out of plane bending, so this assumption should
not significantly affect the outcome of our theoretical predictions (see Fig. 2.2).

To arrive at a theory that can account for both the weak and strong bending regimes simul-
taneously, we use the form of Eq. 2.3 for the strong bending regime, while retaining WLC for
the weak bending. In the proposed Convex Hull Chain(CHC) model, the average per unit
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Figure 2.1: Two different forms for a bending energy profile of a homopolymer. Shown is the
(effective) bending energy per site E(θ). If the profile is purely convex down (black curve),
the minimal energy conformations of the polymer is uniform bending (all sites are identically
bent). If the function has a non-convex region (blue curve), non-uniform bending is more
energetically favorable. In this case the total energy of the system follows the convex hull of
the energy curve (red line).

(e.g. per base-pair) bending energy is described by a single piece-wise polynomial: quadratic
WLC (Eq. 2.1) for θ̄ < θa, and a linear function (convex hull of E(θ) ) for θa < θ̄ < θb:

E(θ̄) =











1
2
kBTLpθ̄

2 if θ̄ ≤ θa

kBTLpθa(θ̄ −
1
2
θa) if θa < θ̄ < θb

(2.4)

where Lp, the persistence length, is expressed in number of bending sites (e.g. number of base
pairs for DNA loops); kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. Here we are
not interested in the very strong bending regime θ̄ > θb, since for DNA this would correspond
to loops smaller than 10bp, which are physically impossible due to steric constraints and are
much smaller than anything observed in cyclization studies[262, 149]. From Eq. 2.4, the
total bending energy of a closed loop of total length L (in bp) is given by Eloop = E(θ̄)L.
Since θ̄ = 2π

L
, the bending energy of the loop is:

Eloop(L) =















2π2kBT
Lp

L
if L > 2π

θa

kBTLpθa

(

2π − 1
2
Lθa

)

if 2π
θb

< L < 2π
θa

(2.5)

Note that, where defined, the new function depends on just one new parameter: θa – left
boundary of the non-convex domain. In fact, the energy beyond θb has no effect on the result
of two-state bending (except for defining one of the stable states and the upper bound of
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Figure 2.2: DNA bending energy E(θ) (per bp) extracted from the probability
distribution[70] of DNA bends that naturally occur in protein-DNA complexes (blue line),
and the average energy of unrestrained DNA closed loops simulated via coarse-grained MD
with the same E(θ) (crosses). Green symbols: energy minimized (simulated annealing) loops.
Black symbols: loops simulated at T=300K. In both cases, the average loop energy as a func-
tion of average bend angle θ̄ = θ follows the convex hull of E(θ). The small deviation of the
T=300K points from the convex hull are due to the entropic contributions neglected within
the CHC model based on energy minimization. However, the almost perfect agreement of
the energy minimized structures with the convex hull suggests that there is minimal out of
plane bending, which justifies our assumption for the theory of closed loop formation.

the non-convex region). In an actual cyclization experiment, the loop can have a “teardrop”
geometry so that

∑N
i=1 θi = α = 2π − φ, φ ≥ 0. However, a non-zero φ will not change

the form of Eq. 2.5, affecting only the over-all multiplicative pre-factor in the cyclization
probability discussed in the next section.

2.4 Application to double-stranded DNA

The preceding discussion was completely general: non-uniform bending and the linear bend-
ing regime can be a feature of any polymer. However, since DNA is arguably the most
important polymer, and it exhibits looping in many different biological systems, we will
focus on double-stranded DNA for the rest of the study. An effective bending energy (per
bp) calculated from a statistical analysis of experimental PDB structures of DNA-protein
complexes [70] is shown in Fig. 2.2. This effective bending energy function has a non-convex
region, and thus a convex hull, the end points of which are θa = 2.2◦ and θb = 35.8◦

Numerical simulations (see Section 2.12) demonstrate that a polymer with this effective
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bending energy between monomers exhibits all of the features discussed above. For large
loop sizes the bending angles are small (weak bending) – the system samples the convex
(harmonic) region of the energy function, Fig. 2.2. However, as the loop size decreases, the
average angle per bending site θ̄ increases, and eventually crosses the θa threshold. Once
this happens, the total energy of the system will increase linearly with θ̄ (until θ̄ > θb, e.g.
Eq. 2.5), due to the fact that it is energetically more favorable for the bending sites to be a
linear combination of θa and θb states, as discussed in the framework section. Coarse-grained
simulations at T=300K confirm that the average energy per bp follows the convex hull in
this region (see Fig. 2.2).

2.5 Comparison with cyclization experiments

Most experimental cyclization results are expressed in terms of the Jacobson-Stockmayer
j-factor for DNA fragments of different lengths. [55, 70] j-factor of a polymer is used to
estimate the probability that a linear polymer forms a closed loop by joining its cohesive
ends [233, 112]. For an unconstrained DNA [275, 229, 7] it is typically modelled using the
following equation,

J(L) ≃
k

L3
p

(

Lp

L

)5

exp

(

−
Eloop

kBT
+

L

4Lp

)

(2.6)

where k
L3
p

(

Lp

L

)5

exp
(

L
4Lp

)

accounts for the entropic contribution, averaged over possible

looping geometries, and exp
(

−
Eloop

kBT

)

is the energy penalty of bending the DNA fragment

to form the loop. We note that the pre-factor k depends on the loop closing geometry and
can be expected to remain invariant over a relatively short range of loop lengths L, within
the same experiment. To make a direct connection with cyclization experiments for non-
integer numbers of helical repeats, we modulate (see Section 2.11) with cos(2πL/10) the
torsionally independent loop energy from Eq. 2.6 (with Eloop(L) from Eq. 2.5 for CHC and

Eloop(L) = 2π2kBT
Lp

L
for WLC ), which is a standard way [229] to account for the periodic

variation of the j-factor due to the torsional component of the energy [229]. For more details
on the calculation of the j-factor, please see Section 2.11. We compare the proposed model
and WLC with the most recent experiment [262] in Fig. 2.3.

As seen from Fig. 2.3, the effective potential modeled with CHC leads to an excellent
quantitative agreement with the cyclization experiments, while the j-factors predicted by
conventional WLC are off by several orders of magnitude in the strong bending regime
(WLC is known to work well in the weak bending regime where it coincides with CHC by
construction). Counterintuitively, the predicted envelope function of j-factor (i.e. j-factor
without the 10 bp periodic component, Eq. 2.6 for CHC ) has a minimum near 45 bp and
begins to increase for even smaller loops, whereas for WLC j-factor decreases sharply for
small loops. The over-all variation of the j-factor as a function of the loop length for the two
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Figure 2.3: DNA cyclization j-factors computed using the proposed model (green line) and
WLC (blue line) are compared with recent experiment [262] (red dots, L > 60 bp). Ex-
perimental values of persistence length, Lp = 150 bp and θa = 2.2◦ (Fig. 2.2 ) were used;
the value of the prefactor k in Eq. 2.6 was obtained independently for each model as best
fit against two experimental data points for fragment length L = 101 and 106 bp. The
envelopes of the j-factor (brown dashed lines) for CHC and WLC are shown in the inset.
Predicted envelope for CHC j-factor has a minimum near 45 bp. The experimental data
points L = 50 and L = 40 bp were shared by Taekjip Ha in private communication to assess
model performance after the model was constructed.

models is governed by the interplay between entropic and energetic costs Eloop(L) of forming
the loop. For small loops, the entropic penalty of forming the loop decreases with the loop
size L; however, Eloop(L) → ∞ for small L within WLC, which leads to a steep decrease in
the cyclization probability. In contrast, CHC loop energy, Eq. 2.5, approaches a constant
for L → 0, which explains why the j-factor increases for small enough L. The very different
qualitative behavior of WLC and CHC j-factors for small loops can be used as a definitive
experimental test of the models.

2.6 Origin of non-covexity of DNA bending energy

Within the proposed CHC framework, the central role is played by convexity properties of the
effective bending energy between individual monomers. For the DNA, that energy derived
from statistical analysis of experimental structures of protein-DNA complexes (Fig. 2.2), has
a clear non-convex region, which is responsible for the “softer”, linear bending mode of short
DNA loops.

In order to investigate the physical origin of the non-convexity of the DNA effective bending
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energy, we extracted the average bending energy per bp from all-atom Molecular Dynamic
(MD) simulations of DNA mini-circles. The total bending energy profile obtained from these
simulations, along with the breakdown into components of different physical origin, are shown
in Fig. 2.4; one can clearly see a prominent non-convex region, in qualitative agreement with
the experiment, Fig. 2.2. The key parameter θa is ∼ 1.5◦ for the MD simulations, which
compares well to the experimental value of 2.2◦, Fig. 2.2. Some discrepancy is likely due to
sequence effects[142] or force-field issues[46, 215]. Importantly, Fig. 2.4 also suggests that
the primary contribution to the non-convexity of the bending energy function can be mostly
attributed to two non-bonded contributions: Van-Der Waals (VDW) and electrostatic. For
small bending angles, the total energy closely follows the electrostatic term (which can be
approximated by a quadratic function in this regime), while contributions form the VDW
and internal (bond, angle and dihedral terms) degrees of freedom are nearly opposite, and
cancel each other out. However, once the bending reaches the transition angle θa, the VDW
energy decreases at a rate faster than the increase of the other terms combined, which results
in a non-convex region of the total E(θ), Fig. 2.4. It is this sharp decrease in the VDW
contribution that gives rise to the existence of a non-convex region in the DNA bending
energy. Further analysis, (inset in Fig. 2.4), reveals that the VDW interactions between
DNA backbone atoms (backbone-backbone) are peculiar and critical to the counterintuitive
sharp decrease. While the base-stacking (basepair-basepair) interaction energy increases
somewhat with the bending angle, the backbone-backbone term decreases quickly, similarly
to the behavior of total VDW energy over the same angle range. The key role of the
backbone-backbone VDW term suggests that it is the overall structure of DNA, rather than
sequence details, that is responsible for the existence of the convex hull in the polymer’s
effective bending profile. Variation in the DNA sequence may alter the range of bending
angles over which the convex hull exists.

To illustrate, at the atomic level, the origin of the non-convex behavior of the backbone-
backbone VDW energy, consider pairs of oxygen (O) atoms in the backbone. We choose
these atoms because they have one of the lowest VDW energy minima out of all atom pairs
in the DNA, and have most atom pairs within the effective short range of the interaction. The
O-O VDW energy as a function of pairwise distance rij has a potential well at rmin ∼ 3.3Å,
Fig. 2.5. As the double helix bends, the geometry of the backbone deforms in a way that
more oxygen atoms pairs fall into this well (∼ 3.1 − 3.5Å): beyond θa the accumulation of
the attractive contributions begins to sharply lower the total interaction energy compared to
the native, unbent state where all the oxygen atoms are significantly further apart (>4.0Å)
than the well minimum. As the helix bends further, these O-O pairs eventually pass the
LJ minimum, and begin to climb onto the repulsive wall, which increases the total VDW
interaction energy.
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Figure 2.4: The bending part of the DNA potential energy ∆E and its components (per
bp) as a function of the bending angle θ, from all-atom MD simulations of DNA circles
of variable lengths (50-400 bp). For reference, an WLC fit for the small angle data (≈
1− 3.5◦) (grey dashed line) yields the persistence length of 58.2 nm (≈ 172 bp), quite close
to the experimental value of ≈ 50 nm (≈ 150 bp) . The main contribution to the non-
convexity of the total potential energy comes from the Van der Waals (VDW) interactions.
Further examination suggests that it is the backbone-backbone interaction in particular that
contribute the most to non-convexity due to a sharp decrease in energy for 3◦ < θ < 4◦, as
shown in the inset.

2.7 Beyond closed loops: the ”nucleosome”

The proposed framework is based on one main assumption: despite constraints, the polymer
chain is still free to explore sufficient conformational space to search for minimum energy. So
far, we focused on DNA loops because of direct connection to key cyclization experiments;
the single constraint

∑N
i θi = α = 2π is minimally restrictive. However, other realistic

scenarios of DNA bending, notably in protein-DNA complexes, may involve different types
of constraints that can confine the polymer strongly enough to potentially violate the main
assumption to various degrees. To investiage to which extent our main conclusion – defor-
mation energy of strongly bent DNA follows the convex hull of E(θ) – may still hold in a
realistic protein-DNA complex, we explore a system that mimics what is arguably the most
important DNA-protein complex: the nucleosome, Fig. 2.6. A negatively charged polymer
(“DNA”, monomer charge qs) is effectively restricted to bending in a plane (details in Meth-
ods), and allowed to wrap around a charged disk (the “nuclesome core”). We vary the total
(central) charge Q of the disk to modulate the electrostatic attraction of the polymer to the
disk, and, hence, the degree of the polymer confinement. In the limit of very strong confine-
ment (|Q/qs| → ∞), the polymer is forced to be confined to a circular, uniformly bent path
and has very few degrees of freedom left to explore in this regime, solid red line in Fig. 2.6.
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Figure 2.5: The increase of the bending angle of the DNA duplex causes a decrease in the
average distance between atoms pairs that contribute significantly to the total VDW energy;
the atoms move deeper into the LJ potential well. The shape of the well is conducive of a
sharp decrease in the total VDW energy upon small changes in rij caused by DNA bending.
Once the average distance passes the well minimum, the VDW energy begins to increase
again.

Since all the monomers are identically bent in this case, the average bending energy simply
follows the given functional form of E(θ) (red dashed line in Fig. 2.6), and CHC clearly does
not apply. As we decrease the confinement strength, the polymer is allowed to explore more
degrees of freedom, and can assume non-uniform bending conformations while lowering its
total bending energy. The effective bending energy per monomer begins to approach the
convex hull (solid green and blue lines), making CHC more applicable. At the lower end of
the confinement strength (solid purple line), the Coulomb energy of the chain is smaller than
the total bending energy of the polymer, but still strong enough to keep it loosely bound to
the disk against thermal fluctuations. In this case the polymer is allowed to relax close to
the minimal energy state conformation, while the sum of the bent angles is still constrained.
This is the limiting case described by our CHC model, and the resulting energy per monomer
follows the convex hull fairly closely (offset by entropic effects at T=300K, see Fig. 2.2).

We argue that it is this low confinement regime, where CHC is relevant, that corresponds to
the real nucleosome. To this end, we use a coarse-grained 147-bp DNA fragment placed next
to a cylinder with relative dimensions of the actual histone core[79] (see Section 2.9.2); as
the core charge Q is increased, the whole fragment starts to wrap around the cylinder once
the confinement strength is |Q/qs| ≥ 90. At this value of the DNA confinement, the energy
cost of pulling away a fragment of ∼ 20 bp in our model is ≈ 10kBT , which is in the same
order of magnitude as ≈ 6kBT estimated from experiment [85] for the fragment of the same
length in the actual nucleosome, which is reasonably close.
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The nucleosome represents one of the strongest confined DNA-protein complexes that still
exhibits CHC-like behavior, so complexes with similar or weaker confinement strength will
also have a CHC bending regime provided they are under certain constraints. Moreover,
even for higher degrees of confinement (|Q/qs| ≃ 200, blue lines in Fig. 2.6) still approximate
the convex hull, and so CHC is probably applicable, at least qualitatively.

Figure 2.6: Polymer bending in a “protein-DNA complex” model with variable strength of
polymer confinement, see Section 2.9.2. Shown is the average energy per bead against the
average bending angle θ, at different confinement strengths (governed by the charge ratio
|Q/qs|, of the polymer charge to the opposite confining charge). The intrinsic bending of the
polymer is described by E(θ) from Fig. 2.2; the system follows its convex hull under weak
confinement, while approaching E(θ) for strong confinement.

The same considerations can be applied to any effective bending energy that has a distinct
non-convex region; the qualitative results are the same if a recently proposed kinkable WLC
(kWLC) potential [266] is used instead of E(θ) from Fig. 2.2

2.8 Conclusion

It is well-known that DNA behaves like a (harmonic) WLC polymer in the regime of weak
bending, but if fragments of DNA of around one persistence length (and smaller) have
significant angular deformation from the straight (or equilibrium) conformation, the bending
can no longer be accurately described with the classical model. Here we have proposed a
novel, general framework for bending of polymers, which is based on the consideration of
convex properties of the effective bending energy between successive monomers. Within the
framework, the convex hull of such an energy function defines region of “phase transition”
from weakly bent regime where the bending energy is harmonic, and the strongly bent regime
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in which the system’s energy is a linear function of the average bending angle.

The new theory agrees with recent experimental cyclization data from Vafabaksh and Ha
[262], but it does not have to stop at DNA, and can be applied to other polymers as well.
Future advances in material and polymer science can potentially allow polymers to be de-
signed to a specific bending energy profile to allow for a transition to the two-state phase at
predetermined bending thresholds.

2.9 Computational Methods

2.9.1 Molecular Dynamics simulation of closed DNA loops

DNA circles of various sizes (50-400 bp), sequence poly(dA).poly(dT) and helical repeat of
10 bp, were generated using AMBER Tools software NAB. For all of the MD simulations,
implicit solvent Generalized Born (AMBER option igb=1) approximation was used to treat
solvation effects, including 0.145M of monovalent salt. All circles were initially minimized for
1000 steps with P atoms restrained harmonically with a force constant of 1.0 kcal/mol/Å2.
Each system was then heated to 300K and equilibrated for 100 ps with the same restraints as
for minimization. Finally, the DNA circles were subject to 1 ns of molecular dynamics with
P atoms restrained harmonically with a force constant of 0.1 kcal/mol/Å2. The energies were
saved every 20 fs, and averaged over the whole trajectory. In Fig. 2.4, ∆E was computed
as the difference between per bp energies of the given circle and the largest circle simulated,
which is virtually unbent.

2.9.2 Coarse-grained simulations of confined fragments

ESPResSo software [148, 9] was used to create and simulate a coarse-grained 20 bead frag-
ment of “DNA” bound to a spherical charged ”protein”. The polymer fragment was set
up with the angular bending energy E(θ) per bead taken from experimental data[70] (see
Fig. 2.2). Each bead carries unit charge qs =-1; however non-bonded interactions between
the beads were turned off. The bead charges interact only with a positive charge Q sur-
rounded by a spherical, impenetrable constraint of radius R. In addition, two impenetrable
walls were placed above and below the charge Q to minimize out-of-plane bending of the
“DNA”. The confining charge Q was varied from 10-1000 effectively increasing confinement
strength (defined here as |Q/qs|). The constraint radius R was also varied to sample various
total bending angles.

For the nucleosome model, the system described above was modified to mimic the confine-
ment of DNA around realistic histone core. The “DNA” fragment size was increased to
147 bp, and the non-bonded interactions between monomers were turned on for additional
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realism[79]. The fragment was confined around a cylinder of fixed diameter ∼100Å, and the
walls were placed ∼50Å apart (approximate dimensions of the nucleosome complex[79]).

2.10 Convex vs. non-convex bending energy function

An infinitesimal perturbation ∆θ that reduces the angle at one bending site means that
another bending site must increase its angle by ∆θ in order to satisfy the constraint α = Nθ̄.
This perturbation changes the total energy by E(θ̄ +∆θ) + E(θ̄ −∆θ) − 2E(θ̄). If E(θ) is
a convex function (e.g. the black curve in Fig. 2.7), the perturbed system will have a higher
energy than the initial uniformly bent case. This is because, by definition, a convex curve
always lies below its chords, so that 2E(θ̄) < E(θ̄ + ∆θ) + E(θ̄ − ∆θ). Thus, the system
would gain energy due to the perturbation, and therefore the minimum energy conformation
for a polymer with a convex effective bending energy will remain that of a uniformly bent
chain. However, if the function E(θ) has a non-convex region, e.g. the blue curve in Fig. 2.7,
then for some θ̄ in that region 2E(θ̄) > E(θ̄ +∆θ) +E(θ̄−∆θ) , which means it is possible
to lower the energy of the polymer by bending the sites to two different bending angles, with
the new value of the chain energy falling on the line connecting the two new bending states
(θ̄+∆θ and θ̄−∆θ) on the energy curve (see dashed red line in Fig. 2.7). In fact, as long as
the line that connects the two perturbed states on the energy curve is below the curve itself,
the energy can still be lowered until its value is on that line. The energy can not be lowered
further once the system reaches the convex hull (solid red line in Fig. 2.7), a line tangent
to the non-convex curve at two points, such that between these two points the value of the
function is greater than that of the convex hull.

2.11 Fitting j-factor with experiments

To derive the expression of the j-factor, we will assume the following functional form adopted
from Ref [229]. Assuming the same entropic contribution for a WLC polymer, the expression
for the j-factor can be written as:

J(L) ≃
k

L3
p

(

Lp

L

)5

exp

(

−
Eloop

kBT
+

L

4Lp

)

(2.7)

where Lp is the persistence length (150 base pairs), L is the loop length and kBT is the
Boltzmann factor. k is an unknown constant that is specific to the bending energy model;
the value of k in this work will be deduced from experimental data of the j-factor. The
bending energy, Eloop, for a given DNA loop within the CHC model is given by (see Section
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Figure 2.7: Two different forms for a bending energy profile of a homopolymer. Shown is the
(effective) bending energy per site E(θ). If the profile is purely convex down (black curve),
the minimal energy conformations of the polymer is uniform bending (all sites are identically
bent). If the function has a non-convex region (blue curve), non-uniform bending is more
energetically favorable. In this case the total energy of the system follows the convex hull of
the energy curve (red line).

2.3 for details),

Eloop(L) =















2π2kBT
Lp

L
if L > 2π

θa

kBTLpθa

(

2π − 1
2
Lθa

)

if 2π
θb

< L < 2π
θa

(2.8)

This new loop energy function depends on just one parameter: θa – left boundary of the
non-convex domain. Note that, the energy beyond θb has no effect on the result of two-state
bending (except for defining one of the stable states and the upper bound of the non-convex
region).

Using the value of θa = 2.2◦ extracted from experimental structures [70], for loop length
larger than 2π

θa
≃ 164 bp the loop bending energy is given by the WLC energy function,

the CHC function is used otherwise. The value of k is deduced from the two experimental
j-factor data points for loop lengths – L = 101, and 106 bp. To do this we use the Eq. 2.7 to
define the asymptotes. The torsional dependence of the j-factor is represented by a cosine
function, similar to that of the original work [229], to oscillate between the upper and lower
asymptotes periodically in an interval of 10 bp:
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2πL

10

))

+ J bot

(

1− cos

(

2πL

10

))]

(2.9)

where the asymptotic curves are obtained directly using the functional form of the j-factor
defined in Eq. 2.7,
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For the WLC region we use the same constant k found above but replace the expression for
Eloop as defined in Eq. 2.8. The full expression of the j-factor spanning both regions is given
by a similar expression as Eq. 2.9 where the expression for J top and J bot is replaced by:
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where Θ(x) is the standard Heaviside theta function, such that for x > 0, Θ(x) = 1 and
Θ(x) = 0 otherwise. The resulting curves obtained from Eqn.2.9 and 2.11 are shown in Fig.
3 in the Main text.

To compare directly with the case of pure WLC, i.e. when the loop energy is given by WLC
in both the tight bending and the weak bending region, the expressions for J top, and J bot is
given by:
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Table 2.1: j-factor ratios, J(L)/J(Lref ), predicted using CHC and WLC models compared with
experiment[262].

L(bp) Lref (bp) Experiment CHC WLC

40 50 1.50 9.93×10−1 1.12×10−6

71 101 1.51×10−1 2.01×10−1 3.08×10−6

80 101 2.17×10−1 3.28×10−1 6.10×10−4

90 101 3.56×10−1 5.59×10−1 3.73×10−2

2.11.1 Minima of the asymptotes and ratio comparison

The minima of the expression for the two models can be derived directly from the expression
of j-factor. For CHC, the minima is given by:

L =
5

1
4Lp

+ Lpθ2a
2

(2.13)

Using the value of Lp = 150 bp and θa = 2.2◦, the minima of j-factor is found at L ≃ 45
bp. No such minima exists in the WLC case, as the J-ratio approaches 0 as the loop size
decreases.

Using this equation and the function ∆Gloop(L), a formula for the ratio of j-factors J(L)/J(Lref )
can be used to predict the difference between j-factors for different sized fragments and com-
pare it with known experimental results, using the value θa = 2.2◦ from the effective DNA
bending energy extracted from experimental PDB structures[70]. We also extracted the
value for θa from the experimental data and equation 2.7 and persistence length Lp = 500
Å(150 bp). The results are shown in Table 2.1.

2.12 Coarse-grain simulations of loops with non-convex

bending potential

In order to understand how the non-convexity of the bending potential affects the angular
distribution of different sized loops, we performed coarse-grain simulations using esspres-
soMD ([148]). Loops of different sizes (6 - 600 bp) were created with only effective bending
energy defined by the function from[70]. The bonds were made practically inextensible (very
large coefficient of the quadratic bond energy) to adhere to the model outlined in the main
test. The loops were then simulated at T = 300K long enough to create 100,000 statistically
significant snapshots that were then analyzed by finding the angular probability distribution
of each loop size, which is shown in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.8: Angular probability distributions resulting from a non-convex potential[70]. As
the loop size increases, the average bending angle per bp decreases. When the average angle
falls into the convex hull range, the angular distribution becomes binomial with peaks at θa
and θb. The fractional occupancy of both of these states is shown in the inset as a function
of the average angle θ̄.



Chapter 3

Multi-shell model of Nucleic Acid
condensation

3.1 Introduction

Condensation of highly charged DNA and RNA molecules by cationic agents is biologically
important for processes such as packaging of genetic material inside living cells and viruses
[155, 20, 167, 33, 86], compactization and delivery of small interfering RNA molecules for
gene silencing [2] and gene therapy [166]. In aqueous solution, DNA condensation requires
cations with charges of +3e or higher [272, 27, 28]; e.g., trivalent cobalt(III) hexammine
(CoHex), trivalent spermidine or tetravalent spermine can generally condense DNA at room
temperatures, while divalent cations cannot.

Several decades of experimental and theoretical studies of DNA condensation have resulted
in a general physical picture wherein the major contribution to the effective attraction is due
to electrostatic interactions [92, 93, 276, 97, 34, 206, 157, 211, 212, 29, 146, 128, 231, 182, 170,
127, 110, 151, 119]. Theoretical models have previously been developed to clarify the details
of nucleic acid (NA) interactions, starting from the models of interacting uniformly charged
cylinders immersed in an implicit ionic bath [189, 36, 244, 178], to nucleic acid models with
more realistic helical geometries of molecular charge distributions [72, 125, 126, 5, 250, 251,
127, 118]. Counterion electrostatic treatments range from simple mean-field descriptions to
strong coupling models [211, 181, 145, 178, 179, 118, 119] with the more sophisticated strong
coupling models able to reproduce NA-NA attraction. It has been shown that mean-field
description of the counterion atmosphere always leads to repulsion between the oppositely
charged cylinders [97, 119] – correlations between counterions is a necessary condition for the
attraction [189, 145, 65, 179]. All-atom explicit solvent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
of short DNA fragments demonstrated the existence of short-range attractive forces between
B-form DNA duplexes at sufficient degree of duplex neutralization by multivalent ions [153,

29
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60, 277].

A commonly accepted view has emerged: the effective attraction is mainly due to electro-
static contributions. However, the general picture as well as the atomistic mechanism of
NA condensation, including the role of hydration forces [206, 64] or multivalent counterion
correlations [211, 151], are still incomplete and cannot be fully explained.

Despite progress in understanding NA-NA interactions, an atomic-level mechanism of mul-
tivalent ion-induced nucleic acid condensation has not yet been fully established and some
recent experimental data are difficult to rationalize within the accepted models. For exam-
ple, the condensation propensity of double-stranded (ds) RNA in the presence of trivalent
CoHex ion was recently found to be much smaller than for the equivalent sequence of ds-
DNA [147, 257]. In other words, dsRNA helices resist CoHex-induced condensation under
conditions where the DNA duplexes readily condense. The unexpected findings are still very
recent, with only a limited number of theoretical models attempting to rationalize it so far.
For example, a recent extension [129] of an earlier model [128] of DNA condensation suggests
that the striking difference between RNA and DNA condensation stems from the differences
in intrinsic helical parameters of the duplexes. However, it has recently been shown ex-
perimentally that significant differences in condensation propensity can arise in some NA
duplexes without significant differences in their helical parameters [257]. Nevertheless, the
model [129] emphasizes critical role of counterion distributions in NA condensation; some of
the distributions of bound trivalent counterions assumed by the model are consistent with the
latest all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations described in Section 3.2.4, but some
are very different, pointing to the critical need to take these atomistic details into account
for quantitative and even qualitative agreement with recent condensation experiments.

Because dsDNA is typically found in B-type helical forms, while dsRNA stays in A-like
forms, it was suggested that counterion distributions around the differing helical forms may
explain the difference in condensation behavior of DNA and RNA [147]. However, atomically
detailed CoHex distributions are hard to measure in solution samples. In principle, all-atom
explicit solvent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [132, 133, 153, 60, 45, 123, 124, 279]
can provide the necessary details of NA interaction with multivalent ions, including ion dis-
tributions around NA, as well as preferred ion binding sites and their occupancies. To ensure
equilibration of multivalent ion distributions, especially around RNA, such simulations will
have to go well beyond the time scale of tens of nanoseconds – the longest reported atomistic
MD simulation to date of small DNA fragments interacting with tri- or tetravalent ions in
solution [60].

At this point, only atomistic simulations that treat the solvent (water and ions) explicitly
can provide several key details of counterion binding and distributions around nucleic acids,
which are otherwise near impossible to obtain experimentally. Among these critical details
is thermodynamic characterization of CoHex binding to different regions of NA, which, as
we shall see, is necessary for a quantitative description of condensation. However, at this
point experiment can only provide average, aggregate binding affinity to NA, but this is
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not the key quantity of interest for condensation. Atomistic simulations can bridge the gap
with experiment in that respect and provide estimates of the counterion distributions and
affinities to various loci in the NA duplexes. In what follows we show that such estimates
become valuable in building a quantitative picture of NA condensation – picture that can
be verified experimentally.

To uncover the mechanism of RNA resistance to condensation and to determine key factors
responsible for different NA condensation propensities, we studied CoHex-induced conden-
sation and CoHex binding properties of four short NA helical constructs using experiments
and experimentally guided atomistic MD simulations on appropriate time-scales.

3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Materials

Single-stranded NAs were purchased from IDT. Four double-stranded NA constructs were
made by annealing in STE buffer (50 mM NaCl, 10 mM TRIS, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.4) at
94◦C for 2 min. The 25 bp duplex DNA, RNA and DNA:RNA hybrid all used the same
mixed sequence (GCA TCT GGG CTA TAA AAG GGC GTC G, with T replaced by U
in RNA strands) employed in our previous studies [147, 8, 193]. For the homopolymeric 25
bp poly(dA):poly(dT) DNA duplex, a UV melt was taken to verify monophasic annealing.
CoHex chloride powder was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and dissolved in water. CoHex
concentrations were verified by measuring the absorption at 473 nm using extinction coeffi-
cient 56.2 M−1cm−1 as reported by Deng and Bloomfield[63]. Duplexes were dialyzed in pH
7.0 Na-MOPS buffer containing NaCl.

3.2.2 CoHex-induced NA condensation as monitored by UV ab-
sorption

The NA constructs were dialyzed in 20 mM NaCl and 1 mM pH 7.0 Na-MOPS buffer and
separated in 40 µM 100 µL aliquots. Each aliquot was spiked with 5 µL of concentrated
CoHex and incubated at 4◦C for 2 hours. The aliquots were centrifuged at 10,000 RPM for 10
min and the supernatant was separated for UV-VIS absorption spectroscopy measurements.
The absorption spectra were recorded from 220 to 600 nm using a Cary 50 spectrophotometer.
The optical density at 260 nm (OD260) was monitored to determine the amount of NA left
in the solution. The recorded value was normalized using the OD260 of the sample with no
added CoHex and reported in Figure 3.1 as the fraction of soluble sample in the supernatant.
The error bars shown were determined by propagation of errors due to baseline differences
at OD600 and presence of residual CoHex at OD473.
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3.2.3 Circular dichroism (CD)

CD measurements were used to verify the helical form of the double helices and examine the
effect of added 1 mM CoHex. The NA concentrations were 20 µM. Samples (20 µL) were
kept at room temperature in a solution of 100 mM NaCl and 1 mM pH 7.0 Na-MOPS buffer.
Since NA condensation is modulated by the amount of monovalent ions present in solution
[272, 130], we chose higher NaCl concentration to prevent the spontaneous condensation
observed in Figure 3.1. These conditions complement the monovalent ion concentrations
used for X-ray scattering experiments reported in [147]. Measurements were made on a
BioLogic MOS 450 configured in CD mode. 5 scans per spectrum, each from 200-320 nm
with 5s/nm steps, were used for averaging.

3.2.4 All-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

All MD simulations of the 25 bp DNA, RNA and hybrid duplexes were carried out using AM-
BER12 [42] and ff99bsc0 force field [47, 194]. The 25 bp B′-form structure of poly(dA·dT)
duplex was constructed from the helical parameters of 1PLY (PDB) X-ray structure [44]
using 3D-DART server [264] and 3DNA software [152]. P-O3’ bonds were optimized by
energy minimization keeping atoms P,OP1,OP2 and N* restrained (100 kcal/mol/Å2 force
constant). The 25 bp mixed sequence DNA and RNA duplexes were constructed in canonical
B- and A-form, respectively, using Nucleic Acid Builder (NAB) [158]. The 25 bp mixed se-
quence DNA:RNA hybrid was constructed with the help of MD simulations. Two structures
corresponding to canonical B- and A-forms were initially built using NAB-based “make-na”
server (http://structure.usc.edu/make-na/) by J. Stroud. Each structure was solvated with
16838 TIP3P water molecules, 72 Na+ and 24 Cl− ions, and equilibrated, unrestrained, for
200 ns at 300 K. Both hybrid structures converged to essentially the same A-like structure.
The final structure from the A-form trajectory was used for simulations of the DNA:RNA
hybrid with CoHex. To approximate the experimental NA condensation conditions of a very
low Na+ concentration and to avoid uncertainties associated with Na+ force field param-
eters [280], all of the following MD simulations, which involved CoHex, were carried out
without any mobile ions other than CoHex. This approximation is justified because the
experimental Na+ concentration is far lower than the concentrations necessary to suppress
CoHex induced DNA condensation at mM levels of CoHex [272] used here, and because a
negligible effect of Na+ on the bound CoHex ions was observed at Na+ concentrations below
40 mM [34]. For the simulations, each of four NA duplexes was solvated with 16880 TIP3P
water molecules and 16 CoHex ions (neutralizing amount). After initial water minimization
(2000 steps), the systems were equilibrated for 0.5 ns in canonical NVT ensemble and 0.5
ns in isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble using 1 fs time step and achieving 1 atm pres-
sure and 300 K temperature. The latter was maintained using Langevin dynamics with the
collision frequency of 1 ps−1. Periodic boundary conditions and the particle mesh Ewald
(PME) method were used. During the minimization and equilibration, all NA atoms were
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harmonically restrained with 100 kcal/mol/Å2 force constant. Then, using NVT ensemble
and 2 fs time step, 320 ns production trajectories were generated for each system. For DNA
atoms, the restrain force constant was reduced to 50 kcal/mol/Å2 in the production stage.
The RNA and DNA:RNA hybrid duplexes were simulated unrestrained. The need for ∼300
ns trajectories was dictated by the long time scale fluctuations (50-100ns) in the number
of bound CoHex ions in the unrestrained systems (see Section 3.7). CoHex distributions
are presented as the average numbers of CoHex ions in consecutive thin (0.25 Å) cylindrical
layers around duplexes. For these calculations, the first 40 ns of each trajectory were not
taken into account. Robustness of the CoHex distributions to the choice of water model was
confirmed, see Section 3.8.

3.2.5 Continuum electrostatics calculations

Electrostatic potentials and fields around the 25 bp mixed sequence B-DNA and A-RNA
duplexes were calculated in continuum solvent approximation via the Poisson-Boltzmann
(PB) equation with MEAD [17] 2.2.9 PB solver. Representative configurations of the du-
plexes with 15 bound CoHex ions were used. Grid spacing of 0.3 Å, dielectric constants of
4 (solute) and 80 (water), and solvent probe radius of 3 Å (CoHex radius) were employed.
The potentials and fields were visualized using GEM software [90].

3.3 Why RNA resists condensation

3.3.1 Experimental measurement of duplex condensation propen-
sity

The propensity for condensation, which is accompanied by precipitation of NA duplexes,
was probed by measuring the fraction of duplexes remaining in solution after the addition
of CoHex. We examined 25 base-pair mixed-sequence duplexes of RNA and DNA, a mixed
sequence DNA:RNA hybrid, as well as a DNA homopolymer made of poly(dA):poly(dT).
As in Li et al. [147], this fraction was determined by measuring the change in UV absorption
of the supernatant. Results, shown in Figure 3.1, reveal marked differences in the CoHex
induced condensation of the four different NA constructs.

A striking difference in condensation is measured in the RNA-containing structures (dsRNA
and DNA:RNA hybrid) relative to the two DNA structures. Homopolymeric DNA begins
to condense at the lowest added CoHex levels, followed by mixed-sequence DNA. The RNA-
containing duplexes both require more added CoHex to precipitate. The DNA duplexes
are suggested to be B-like, while the latter two are A-like [210, 214, 3, 73, 184]. These
results support our initial suggestion [147] that NA condensation propensities are related
to NA duplex geometry. However, Figure 3.1 shows that this simplistic interpretation is
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Figure 3.1: Fraction of unprecipitated short 25 bp nucleic acid duplexes (DNA homopolymer,
mixed sequence DNA, RNA, and DNA:RNA hybrid) calculated from UV absorption as a
function of CoHex concentration in solution (starting duplex concentration is 40 µM). The
condensation propensity of each duplex is characterized by the CoHex concentration at the
midpoint of duplex condensation – the higher the value the lower the propensity. The right
panel illustrates the over-all suggested structures of these duplexes as either B-form or A-like
form helices. The color matches the lines in the panel on the left.

not completely correct. Substantial differences in condensation are measured within each
structural family. Of the two A-like structures, pure RNA requires more added CoHex to
precipitate than does the DNA:RNA hybrid with the same sequence. Differences in B-
type helices are detected as well: less added CoHex is required to condense homopolymeric
poly(dA):poly(dT) than mixed sequence DNA.

3.3.2 NA duplexes that condense differently can have the same
helical structure

To gain insight into the potential connection between duplex structure and condensation, we
used Circular Dichroism (CD) spectroscopy to characterize each of the four NA duplexes. To
account for changes induced by CoHex-NA binding, spectra were measured for each sample
in the absence and presence of CoHex ions. CD provides unique experimental signatures of
A- and B-form NA helices. In general, B-DNA has CD peaks at 220 and 275 nm and a dip
at 245 nm [30], while A-form RNA has a peak at 260 nm and a dip at 210 nm [210].

Figure 3.2 shows the CD spectra of our four NA duplexes. Not surprisingly, both DNA helices
display B-like features. The spectrum of the homopolymeric poly(dA):poly(dT) duplex
(Figure 3.2A) strongly resembles a B′-form [3] of DNA, with peaks at 217, 258 and 282nm,
and a dip at 247nm [95]. The mixed sequence DNA spectrum (Figure 3.2B) is typical of
canonical B-form [137]. No notable spectral shifts in the CD spectra of both DNA duplexes
are observed after the addition of CoHex suggesting the helical forms of our 25 bp DNA
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Figure 3.2: CD spectra of the nucleic acid helices with and without CoHex

structures are unaffected by the addition of CoHex. The homopolymer remains in B′-form
and the mixed sequence DNA in the canonical B-form.

The spectra of the RNA and DNA:RNA hybrid duplexes without CoHex (Figure 3.2C,D)
differ slightly from each other, but closely resemble A-form RNA [210]. Upon addition of
CoHex, both spectra slightly change. The differences between the CD spectra with and
without CoHex are significant and above the experimental noise. With CoHex, the RNA
and the hybrid become virtually identical. Therefore, since in the presence of CoHex both
RNA containing duplexes are in practically the same A-like form, the observed differences in
CoHex induced condensation between DNA:RNA hybrid and RNA shown in Figure 3.1 can
not be explained solely based on differences in the helical structure parameters, as suggested
in Ref. [129].

3.3.3 Experiment guides atomistic modeling

The experimental CD spectra (Figure 3.2) indicate a substantial difference in the response
of RNA and DNA structures to the addition of CoHex ions. The RNA and hybrid duplexes
change their helical geometries while retaining the major features of A-form structure in
the presence of CoHex. On the other hand, the structures of the DNA duplexes remain
mostly unchanged. Thus, in our atomistic simulations we assume rigid B′- and B-form
DNA structures, as enforced by applying positional restraints to all of the DNA atoms.
This assumption of rigidity minimizes possible bias due to the use of imperfect modern
force-fields [159]. In contrast, to reflect the measured CoHex induced changes in both RNA
and the hybrid structures, these molecules are simulated without any positional restraints.
The MD simulations were performed to provide sufficient equilibration and sampling of
bound configurations of 16 (neutralizing amount) CoHex ions in the simulation box, see
Section 3.2.4. After addition of CoHex, the simulations report that both the hybrid and
the RNA structures relax to similar A-like form helices consistent with the CD experimental
data.
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3.3.4 NA structure strongly determines differences in CoHex bind-
ing and distribution

Sub-microsecond all-atom MD simulations (see Section 3.2.4) reveal a detailed picture of
CoHex distributions around the four 25 bp duplexes used in the condensation experiments,
see Figure 3.3. In all four systems, CoHex ions bind preferentially to the phosphate groups
whose centers are about 10 Å from the helix axis in all structures. However, the structural
differences between the B- and A-form of NA, including differences in the width of the major
grooves and in the relative orientation of the phosphate oxygens, lead to striking differences
in CoHex binding, Figure 3.3 and Section 3.5. We identify two dominant spatial modes
of CoHex binding: an internal mode for ions bound inside the major groove, 7 to 12 Å
from the helical axis, and an external mode for ions bound at the external surface of the
phosphate groups exposed to the bulk, 12 to 16 Å from the helical axis. As illustrated in
the inset of Figure 3.3, the vast majority of CoHex ions in the external mode are outside the
DNA major groove. The ions are mobile and mostly found “hovering over” the phosphate
backbone and the minor groove, see Section 3.5 for details. The cylindrical shells in the
CoHex distributions, which correspond to these modes, are color-coded green and light blue
in Figure 3.3. The upper boundary of the external binding shell roughly corresponds to
the largest distance (from the axis) at which CoHex can still make direct contacts with the
phosphate groups. Most CoHex ions are found within these two shells. A small fraction
of ions are found deeply buried inside the DNA major groove: about two CoHex ions are
bound to the nucleotide bases at Guanine-phosphate-Cytosine (GpC) steps in DNA [35] and
GpG steps in RNA and hybrid [122], see Section 3.5. The existence of several CoHex binding
modes in the CoHex-DNA interaction is in agreement with the heterogeneity in the magnetic
environments sampled by CoHex (59Co NMR) adjacent to DNA [34, 35].

For the RNA and hybrid, the simulations find most of the bound CoHex ions reside in the
internal shell. These ions are buried within the major grooves with distribution peaks at 10
Å from the helical axis (see Figure 3.3 and Section 3.5). In contrast, CoHex binds to both
DNA structures by preferring the external binding mode, with the distribution peaks around
14 Å.

The major external–internal dichotomy in the preference for binding of CoHex counterions to
B- and A-form NA is consistent with the major differences in the distribution of electrostatic
potential around the NA surface[52] accessible to large CoHex ions, Figure 3.4. In the B-
form geometry (DNA), the strength of the potential in the internal shell (major groove) is
similar to that in the external shell. However, the external binding mode is energetically
preferred: CoHex ions bound in the external shell are, on average, further apart and more
exposed to solvent compared to internally bound CoHex, which are closer to the helical axis
and therefore experience stronger ion-ion repulsion. In contrast, in the A-form geometry
found in RNA and the hybrid structure, the negative electrostatic potential in the internal
shell (major groove) is at least 10 kcal/mol/|e| stronger than in the external shell, Figure
3.4. The resulting increase in the relative affinity of the internal shell to CoHex is sufficient
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Deeply Buried Internal External
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Figure 3.3: CoHex distributions and ion binding modes (shells) around four types of NA
duplexes. DNA duplexes exhibit mostly external CoHex binding (12-16 Å). For RNA and
DNA:RNA hybrid, most neutralizing CoHex ions are bound internally (7-12 Å). RNA (left)
and DNA (right) structures with bound CoHex ions (green). Shown are the average numbers
of CoHex ions in thin (0.25 Å) cylindrical layers around duplexes, at the given distance R
from the helical axis. Insets show representative snapshots of RNA (left) and DNA (right)
structures with bound CoHex ions (green). In DNA, 80 to 100% of bound ions are localized
at the surface of the phosphate backbone.

to overwhelm the additional ion-ion repulsion, which explains why most of the CoHex ion
bind internally in A-form NA, Figure 3.3.

3.3.5 The connection between the counterion distribution around
NA and condensation

As CoHex counterions bind to free NA, the resulting charge neutralization patterns for A- and
B-form duplexes are expected to be very different, consistent with the differences in the ion
binding patterns. Since it is ultimately attraction between opposite charges that, under right
conditions, leads to CoHex induced NA condensation, we expect the differences in bound
counterion distributions seen in Figure 3.3 to be directly relevant to the observed differences
in the condensation behavior. Table 3.1 summarizes the results of our simulations and the
experimental condensation propensities, Figure 3.1, and offers insight into the connection
between counterion distribution and condensation. For each of the four duplexes, we list
the number of CoHex ions in the external, internal, and deeply buried binding shells; the
degree of duplex neutralization afforded by the bound ions; and the relative condensation
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A B

Figure 3.4: Electrostatic potential at the “CoHex-accessible” surface of (A) A-form RNA
and (B) B-form DNA structures, without bound CoHex ions. Shown is the electrostatic
potential computed 3 Å away (CoHex radius) from the molecular surface. B-DNA minor
groove is sterically inaccessible to large CoHex ions.

propensities determined from the experimental data shown in Figure 3.1).

Table 3.1: Relative measured condensation propensities from Figure 3.1 and average numbers
of bound CoHex ions in each binding shell shown in Figure 3.3. 100% neutralization would
correspond to 16 bound CoHex counterions

DNA (dA:dT) DNA HYB RNA

Condensation propensity highest high low lowest

External shell ions 9.8 8.6 3.4 2.0

Internal shell ions 4.6 4.2 8.0 9.4

Deeply buried ions 0.1 1.6 2.7 3.3

Duplex neutralization 91% 90% 88% 92%

The number of ions in the external shell clearly emerges as the key “order parameter” for
these systems: it correlates well with the propensity of the four duplexes to condense. In
other words, the greater the number of ions in the external shell of the duplex, the more
readily the duplex condenses.

To explain the unique role that the distribution of bound CoHex ions relative to the helical
axis plays in determining the major differences in condensation propensity between A- and
B-form duplexes, we compare the charge neutralization patterns of mixed sequence B-form
DNA and A-form RNA helices, Figure 3.5. To characterize these patterns we calculate the
electric field at the external surface of NA-CoHex complexes (the connection between dis-
tribution of electric field strength in space and the system’s electrostatic energy (∝ ǫ (∇φ)2)
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[111] motivates this type of analysis). The different preferable CoHex binding modes for B-
and A-form duplexes create distinctive paterns of the net electric field at the duplex surface.

A B

Figure 3.5: Charge neutralization patterns of NA duplexes by bound CoHex ions, assessed
by the strength of the electric field near the NA-CoHex complex surface. A: A-form mixed
sequence RNA with CoHex counterions, which bind mostly in the major groove. B: B-form
mixed sequence DNA with CoHex ions, which are bound mostly externally. The specific
snapshots are chosen to illustrate the internal (A) and external (B) binding modes from
Figure 3.3 and reflect the actual average binding preferences; each snapshot has 15 bound
(near neutralizing) CoHex ions, and is taken from the corresponding 320 ns-long all-atom
MD simulation described in Section 3.2. See Section 3.5 for a detailed visual characterization
of CoHex ion distributions around these structures. The field is computed 3 Å away from
the NA-CoHex complex molecular surface.

At ∼90% neutralization of the duplex charge, which is a precursor for NA-NA association
[34, 197], there is a substantial difference in the field patterns around B-DNA and A-RNA,
Figure 3.5. The strong, localized field of the mobile and correlated 3+ counterions bound
mainly at the surface of the phosphate backbone of the B-form duplex is not compensated
locally by the more uniform background field of the duplex, thus resulting in a strong al-
ternating pattern of electrostatic field along the surface of the phosphate backbones of the
B-DNA, Figure 3.5B. This mobile alternating pattern makes it possible, by an appropriate
mutual arrangement [127] of the duplexes in the NA-NA complex, to decrease the electro-
static energy substantially and thus create the NA-NA attraction necessary for the conden-
sation [211]. In contrast, in the A-form geometry, found in RNA and the hybrid structure,
CoHex ions bind mostly internally, in the major groove, where the potential is initially much
stronger than at the outside surface. The strong, highly correlated CoHex binding leads
to a more uniform suppression of the electric field and its smaller spatial variation around
the RNA-CoHex complex (Figure 3.5A). The net result for the A-form structures are nearly
uniformly charged duplexes: bringing together uniformly charged cylinders cannot lower the
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electrostatic energy of the system, which would be necessary to generate an effective at-
traction. Implicit in the above reasoning is the assumption that no drastic re-distribution
of CoHex ions bound to individual duplexes occurs when the duplexes approach each other
at distances relevant for condensation. This approximation is borne out by single molecule
DNA condensation experiments at mM CoHex concentrations [256], and by our simulations,
see Section 3.6.

We can now rationalize the more subtle structure-condensation relationships within B-
family helices (mixed sequence vs. homopolymeric DNA) and A-like form helices (RNA
vs. DNA:RNA hybrid), Table 3.1. Changing numbers of external shell ions can explain
differences in condensation of the homopolymeric B′-DNA and the canonical B-form mixed
sequence DNA. To trace the origin of the change, we performed another MD simulation of
the homopolymer with the structure restrained in the canonical B-form conformation rather
than the B′-form observed via CD and used in the simulations. This additional simulation
shows the same 91% duplex neutralization by all bound CoHex ions with approximately the
same number of ions bound in the external shell (9.4 as compared to 9.8 ions in B′-form).
Similarly, no CoHex ions are found closer than 7 Å to the helical axis, compared to 1.6 ions
bound to GpC steps in the mixed sequence DNA duplex.

Thus, it is not the minor structural difference between B′ and canonical B-form that accounts
for the observed differences in condensation. Instead, specific sequence details; e.g., the
presence of GpC steps, are responsible for the smaller number of bound CoHex ions at the
external DNA surface. The GpC steps, which serve as additional binding sites in mixed
sequence DNA [35], bind about two CoHex ions (see Table 3.1) reducing CoHex binding to
the phosphate groups in mostly the external shell which is key to condensation.

To address the differences between the pure RNA and the DNA:RNA hybrid A-like form
structures, we analyzed the duplex configurations from the MD trajectories and found very
similar distributions of the phosphorus-phosphorus (P-P) distances across the major groove,
but a wider spread of the phosphate group oxygen orientations in the DNA strand of the
DNA:RNA hybrid compared to the RNA strands (not shown). The less restrictive sugar-
phosphate backbone of the DNA strand [210] allows orientations of the phosphate groups
where unbridging oxygens are more directed toward the outside of the duplex. We suggest
that such orientations are less favorable for CoHex binding inside the major groove of the
hybrid, and promote the binding in the external shell, increasing the number of CoHex ions
at the hybrid duplex external surface.

Thus, two A-like structures, having practically the same helical geometry but different dis-
tributions of the phosphate group orientations, can have different bound counterion distri-
butions with respect to the helical axis, resulting in different condensation propensities.
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3.4 Bridging theory and experiment

Our analysis suggests that the spatial distribution of ions around a nucleic acid double-helix
has a dramatic effect on its ability to interact with neighboring helices. Specifically, the
distribution of bound CoHex ions relative to the helical axis is the key “order parameter”:
at near neutralizing conditions necessary for condensation it is the number of externally
bound ions, rather than net bound, that predicts the experimentally observed condensation
propensities of the short NA duplexes. We have rationalized the connection between loca-
tion of the bound ions and condensation propensity by general electrostatic arguments that
explain why DNA condenses more readily than RNA.

The following argument further supports the connection between the counterion distribution
around NA and condensation induced by multivalent counterions. Consider two parallel NA
duplexes, with externally bound CoHex ions, approaching each other. An ion bound to
duplex 1 experiences attractive net force from the nearly neutralized opposite duplex 2; this
force becomes substantial when the ion on duplex 1 finds itself in one of the binding shells
of duplex 2, i.e. when the shells overlap. This increase of the ion attraction in the shell
overlapping region implies both nonspecific binding of the ions to the NA surface and a
correlation between the bound ions.

The CoHex binding shells, Figure 3.3, for adjacent parallel duplexes can overlap in two
different patterns, as depicted in Figure 3.6: external–external and external–internal. In the
former, the axial separation is about 28 Å, while the overlap of external and internal shells
results in smaller interaxial distances, 24-26 Å; the specific pattern is determined by the axial
separation. Due to steric restrictions, overlap of the internal–internal shells is insignificant
and can be ignored.

Figure 3.6: Schematic of (A) the external–external and (B) external–internal CoHex shell
overlaps at different interaxial distances. The shell colors correspond to Figure 3.3. The
overlapping shell regions are indicated by a darker color to guide the eye to the differences
between (A) and (B).

Remarkably, the experimentally reported interaxial distances between CoHex condensed
DNA molecules are 27-28 Å [206, 202]. At these distances, the only significantly overlapping
shells are the external ones, providing additional support for our proposal linking externally
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bound ions to condensation.

Finally we comment on experimental observation that RNA eventually begins to condense at
higher CoHex concentrations [147]. While the precise spatial arrangement of RNA duplexes
in CoHex-induced aggregates is unknown, it is difficult to imagine the absence of close
side-by-side helix packing in such aggregates. If RNA packing is similar to that in DNA
aggregates, we predict that RNA condensation should occur at interhelical distances smaller
than those found in DNA aggregates. This is because at 27-28 Å interaxial distance, only
the nearly empty RNA external shells overlap, while at shorter distances the attractive
contribution can originate from counterions in the populated external–internal shell overlap,
Figure 3.6B. Such a decrease in the duplex-duplex separation is likely accompanied by both
the entropy loss and appreciable increase in the residual electrostatic repulsion. Note that
end-to-end stacking of the RNA duplexes in the presence of CoHex was observed in the X-
ray scattering experiments [147]. This end-to-end RNA duplex interaction may result from
favorable base-stacking interactions between charge compensated molecules [193] and may
potentially be promoted by the solvent exposed bound CoHex ions at the ends of the RNA
duplexes seen in our simulations, see Section 3.5.

3.5 Details of CoHex ion distribution around DNA and

RNA duplexes

In addition to the radial distributions of the bound CoHex ions around NA molecules, shown
in Figure 3 in Section 3.3, we present here the spatial distributions of CoHex around the
DNA and RNA duplexes.

In the DNA, Figure 3.7, most of CoHex ions bound to phosphate groups are in the external
ion binding shell (12 – 16 Å from the helical axis) “hovering over” the phosphate backbone
and the minor groove. Only a small fraction (∼ 1/3) of the bound ions are in the major
groove with almost all of them being in the internal ion binding shell (7 – 12 Å from the
helical axis). CoHex density is substantially reduced near the terminal phosphate groups of
each DNA strand.

In the RNA, Figure 3.8, CoHex ions bind almost exclusively inside the major groove. Only
a tiny fraction of ions bind to the surface of the RNA minor groove or to the external surface
of the sugar-phosphate backbone. Note the exposed bound CoHex ions at both ends of the
duplex where the major grooves end. These ions may participate in end-to-end attraction
of the RNA duplexes that may result in creation of longer filaments.

Sequence specificity has some effect on the distribution of the bound CoHex ions. For
example, the mutual configuration of Guanine base oxygens in the GpC steps leads to a
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Figure 3.7: Spatial distribution of CoHex ions around homopolymeric 25 bp
poly(dA):poly(dT) DNA. Green dots represent positions of CoHex ions per nanosecond sam-
pled over a 100-ns region of the MD trajectory.

relatively high, localized CoHex affinity in the major groove, Figure 3.9.

3.6 Insignificant re-distribution of bound CoHex ions

between the bound ion shells around NA upon for-

mation of a pair of interacting duplexes

The discussion in Section 3.3 assumed that no substantial re-distribution of bound CoHex
between external and internal ion shells around a single NA molecule occurs when the two
duplexes approach each other. Here we verify that an approaching RNA duplex does not
“pull” a substantial number of CoHex ions from the internal shell of the other duplex.

For RNA, this verification is presented in Figure 3.10, where we have compared the sum
of independent simulated CoHex distributions around single RNA duplex with the CoHex
distribution around a pair of such duplexes. Without loss of generality, the RNA molecules
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Figure 3.8: Spatial distribution of CoHex ions around 25 bp mixed sequence RNA. Green
dots represent positions of CoHex ions per nanosecond sampled over a 100-ns region of the
MD trajectory. Most of CoHex ions are bound inside the major groove of RNA within 12 Å
from the helix axis.

were restrained to canonical A-form. In the case of the pair of duplexes, the molecules
were kept at a 26 Å distance between their helical axes. This separation allows the tails
of CoHex distribution formed by the externally bound CoHex ions to overlap. As seen
from Figure 3.10, the presence of the second RNA duplex has an insignificant effect on the
distribution of strongly bound CoHex within 12 Å from the axis of the first duplex. In
fact, the small differences between two curves in Figure 3.10 average out almost completely
upon integration that yields the total numbers of bound ions: 13.5 ions in both cases. The
difference in the ion densities beyond 12 Å is due to a small re-distribution of CoHex in the
external shells of two interacting duplexes.

Figure 3.11 presents evidence for the absence of substantial re-distribution of bound Co-
Hex between external and internal ion shells around DNA duplexes when they approach
each other. The sum of independent simulated CoHex distributions around a single DNA
(poly(dA):poly(dT)) duplex is compared with the CoHex distribution around a pair of such
duplexes. As in the case of RNA, two DNA molecules were kept at a 26 Å distance between
their helical axes. The numbers of CoHex ions in the internal shell of a single duplex differs
from the corresponding number in the case of a pair of interacting duplexes by less than 0.2
ions. A somewhat greater difference, 1.1 ions, is found between the external shells of the
duplexes, in the case of the interacting duplex pair compared to the case of non-interacting
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Figure 3.9: Deeply buried CoHex ion bound to a GpC step in the mixed sequence DNA.
Zoomed-in view of the major groove. Green dots represent positions of the ion sampled every
1 ns over 100 ns part of the MD trajectory. Red spheres represent Guanine base oxygens.

DNA duplexes. Since the number of all bound CoHex ions around the DNA pair differs
insignificantly from the corresponding number of ions around the two non-interacting DNA
duplexes, the difference of 1.1 ions is suggested to be due to a re-distribution of the bound
CoHex ions only within the external shells of the interacting DNA duplexes. We suggest
that such a re-distribution will be substantially reduced in the case of hexagonally packed
DNA aggregates when the six external shell overlapping regions are formed around each
DNA duplex.

3.7 Hundreds of nanoseconds of all-atom MD are needed

to adequately represent the fluctuating CoHex at-

mosphere around RNA duplex

The number of bound ions is expected to fluctuate significantly around NA duplexes. These
fluctuations affect the accuracy of the calculated averages of the number of bound CoHex
ions presented in Section 3.3. As seen from Figure 3.12, a ∼300 ns averaging window
is sufficient to obtain well converged averages. In calculations of CoHex distributions and
average numbers of bound CoHex ions in different ion binding shells around the NA duplexes
we have ignored the first 40 ns of each MD trajectory to allow for equilibration of the ionic
atmosphere.
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Figure 3.10: Combined CoHex distribution of two independent 25 bp RNA duplexes (black
curve) vs. the distribution in a pair of interacting duplexes (red curve) at 26 Å separation.
The combined distribution is calculated as a sum of two individual distributions shifted by
26 Å.

3.8 CoHex ion distribution around NA is robust to the

choice of water model used in MD simulation

Here we investigate possible dependence of the CoHex ion distribution around a short NA
duplex on the choice of the water model used in MD simulations. We have carried out a
simulation of the CoHex atmoshere around the homopolymeric 25 bp poly(dA):poly(dT)
DNA duplex using the TIP4P-Ew [109] water model instead of the TIP3P [117] model
employed in the simulations as described in Section 3.2.4; all other simulation parameters
remained the same. The resulting distribution of CoHex counterions is shown in Figure 3.13,
where it is compared with the original CoHex distribution obtained using TIP3P water
model. The conclusion is that the CoHex distribution is robust to the choice of water model.
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Figure 3.11: Combined CoHex distribution of two independent 25 bp poly(dA):poly(dT)
DNA duplexes (black curve) vs. the distribution in a pair of interacting duplexes (red curve)
at 26 Å separation. The combined distribution is calculated as a sum of two individual
distributions shifted by 26 Å.

3.9 Structural changes in the RNA duplex caused by

CoHex binding have relatively small effect on the

electrostatic potential around the duplex

As discussed in Section 3.3, the binding of CoHex causes conformational changes in the
A-form structures of RNA and DNA:RNA hybrid. To investigate the possible effect of
these changes on the electrostatic potential around the RNA duplex, we have repeated
the calculation shown in Fig. 3.4, but now for the RNA structure with the CoHex-induced
conformational changes, Fig. 3.14. As in the case of RNA before CoHex binding, Fig. 3.4, the
strongest potential occurs in the major groove (the maximum value is +21.29 kcal/mol/|e|).
Just like in the case of canonical RNA structure, the positive electrostatic potential in the
internal binding shell (major groove) is at least 10 kcal/mol/|e| stronger than in the external
shell. Therefore, the rationale given in Section 3.3 for the preferential internal binding of
CoHex in A-like duplexes is robust to CoHex induced conformational changes in the RNA.
Given the high similarity between RNA and DNA:RNA hybrid structures in CoHex, we
expect the conclusion to hold for the hybrid as well.
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Figure 3.12: Number of bound CoHex ions within 16 Å from the duplex helical axis as a
function of simulation time. (A) RNA and (B) poly(dA):poly(dT) DNA. Each point is a
time average over 1 ns, cumulative moving averages are shown as well.

3.10 The “shells” model of CoHex distributions around

NA duplexes

The all-atom MD simulations of short (25 base pairs) DNA, RNA and DNA:RNA hybrid
duplexes with CoHex counterions described in Section 3.2.4 show that, under near neutral-
ization conditions necessary for NA condensation (∼ 90% of NA charge neutralized by bound
counterions), the majority (∼ 2/3) of neutralizing CoHex ions bound to B-form DNA are
localized at the external surface of the phosphate groups in the cylindrical layer 12 to 16
Å from the helical axis, Fig. 3.15. This layer is defined as the “external” ion binding shell.
The smaller fraction of bound CoHex ions around B-DNA (∼ 1/3) are localized in the major
groove at distances 7 to 12 Å from the helical axis – the corresponding cylindrical layer is de-
fined as the “internal” ion binding shell. In contrast to B-DNA, the majority of CoHex ions
(∼ 2/3) bound to A-form RNA are localized within the RNA major groove, in the “internal”
ion binding shell, Fig. 3.15. This substantial difference in CoHex distributions is explained
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Figure 3.13: Robustness of the computed CoHex distribution around NA to the choice of the
water model. Shown are CoHex distributions around 25 bp poly(dA):poly(dT) DNA duplex
simulated in TIP3P and TIP4P water models.

by the major difference in the electrostatic potential of B-DNA and A-RNA [52, 257]. The
potential in the major groove of A-RNA is about 10 kcal/mol/|e| lower than on the rest of
the RNA surface accessible to CoHex, or anywhere on the surface of B-DNA. The resulting
much stronger attraction of trivalent CoHex ions overwhelms the ion-ion repulsion, leading
to the qualitatively different pictures in CoHex binding.

An analysis of the simulated CoHex ion distributions around 25-bp DNA, RNA and DNA:RNA
hybrid duplexes of the equivalent mixed sequence [193] and around homopolymeric poly(dA):poly(dT)
DNA led to the following two observations.

First, at the near-neutralizing conditions necessary for NA condensation, the fractions of
CoHex ions in the “external” ion binding shells of the four NA duplexes correlate with
measured condensation propensities of these duplexes. Second, the “external” CoHex binding
shells of NA molecules are the only shells that overlap substantially at the inter-axial duplex
separation corresponding to the separations observed in CoHex condensed (aggregated) DNA
phases (about 28 Å [206, 202]).

These two observations constitute a basis for the “overlapping ion binding shell” mechanism
of NA condensation which was proposed in Section 3.3. According to the mechanism, the
fraction of neutralizing multivalent ions bound in the NA “external” ion binding shell (and
not the total number of bound ions) is a key parameter for understanding multivalent ion-
induced nucleic acid condensation. This fraction reflects a complex interplay between various
structural and sequence features of NA helices, and its ions are responsible for most of the
attractive interaction between the helices. The proposed mechanism was rationalized by
simple and robust electrostatic arguments, and is in excellent qualitative agreement with
experimental condensation propensities of various NA duplexes. The mechanism was later
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Figure 3.14: Electrostatic potential at the surface of 25 bp RNA duplex after equilibration
with CoHex ions in solution. As in Fig. 3.4, CoHex ions were removed prior to calculating
the potential. The graphics is by GEM package [90].

illustrated by explicit calculations of the potential of mean force (PMF) between two adjacent
NA duplexes [277]. However, no quantitative model of the duplex condensation phenomenon
has been presented so far; such a model would be the best illustration for the proposed new
mechanism and could lead to novel predictions.

In this section, we develop a semi-quantitative model of CoHex-induced NA duplex conden-
sation that is based on the “overlapping ion binding shell” mechanism. The model provides a
quantitative relationship between key characteristics of bound multivalent counterion distri-
butions around NA molecules and the free energy changes upon NA duplex aggregation. We
show that the estimated free energy changes for different NA duplexes correlate well with the
experimental condensation propensities of these duplexes and explain observed differences
in DNA and RNA condensation, and make several predictions.

3.11 The multi-shell model of ion-mediated NA-NA in-

teraction

We consider a transition between a dilute aqueous solution of relatively short nucleic acid
duplexes (compared to the DNA persistence length of ∼150 base pairs) and their condensed
(aggregated) phase represented by a bundle of parallel, hexagonally packed NA molecules
[202] with a distance between neighbors smaller than their length. The solution phase
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Figure 3.15: The “shells” of counterion distribution around nucleic acids duplexes. Upper
panel: representative snapshots of B-form dsDNA (left) and A-form dsRNA (right) structures
with bound CoHex ions (orange). Lower panel: the “external” and “internal” cylindrical ion
binding shells around B-DNA (left) and A-RNA (right). Most of the ions (∼ 2/3) shown in
the upper panel are bound in the “external” shell of the B-DNA, and the “internal” shell of
the A-RNA.

contains a certain amount of trivalent CoHex counterions sufficient to neutralize all the
duplexes. Part of these ions are bound to the duplexes due to Manning-Oosawa condensation
[163, 190, 164, 230]. The fraction of NA duplex charge neutralized by bound CoHex ions, Θ,
in the solution and aggregated phases is considered to be the same, although the aggregated
phase as a whole is assumed to be neutral.

The aggregated phase is stabilized by short-range attractive forces between the duplexes
that originate mostly from the electrostatic interactions of multivalent counterions bound to
one duplex with the “correlation holes” [230, 146, 181, 182, 145] on the charged surface of
another duplex covered by a layer of bound multivalent counterions. I.e., these interactions
have a significant non-mean-field component [189, 178, 151, 119] due to correlations between
multivalent counterions bound to different neighboring duplexes in the aggregate.

Our goal is to estimate the free energy difference between the aggregated and solution phases
of NA duplexes, ∆Gaggr, as a function of Θ. The latter can be used as a convenient proxy
for bulk CoHex concentration in the solution phase.

The multivalent ion-induced aggregation free energy can be represented as a sum of three
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additive components:

∆Gaggr = ∆Gattr +∆Gel−rep − T∆Sconf . (3.1)

The first two terms in Eq. 3.1 describe the changes in the electrostatic interactions upon
the transition between the solution and aggregated phases. These interactions are decom-
posed into the short-range net attractive term, ∆Gattr, and the net repulsive term, ∆Gel−rep

that describes the (residual) repulsion between the duplexes almost neutralized by bound
counterions. The last term, T∆Sconf , represents the loss of duplex configurational entropy
(translational and rotational) upon the aggregation.

The decomposition of the electrostatic contributions to ∆Gaggr in Eq. 3.1 into net attractive
and net repulsive terms is not unique. Both terms include contributions from the interactions
of multivalent ions bound to one duplex with the bare charges of adjacent duplex, which
are favourable for the aggregation, and contributions from the interactions of these same
ions with the ions bound to the adjacent duplex, which oppose the aggregation. Due to
ion-ion correlations this latter type of the interactions between bound multivalent ions is
difficult to estimate. However, grouping these interactions between bound multivalent ions
into the contributions where the ion-ion correlations play a substantial role and where they
can be neglected allows us to estimate the net attractive ∆Gattr and net repulsive ∆Gel−rep

electrostatic terms through simple analytical expressions.

The last term in Eq. 3.1, −T∆Sconf , can be estimated using a simple coarse-grained ap-
proach. This term is usually neglected for long DNA molecules [182], but, as we shall see
later, it can contribute appreciably to the destabilization of the aggregated phase in the case
of relatively short 25-bp NA duplexes.

Additional underlying assumptions of our model for the aggregation free energy, physical
considerations that justify them, and details of how each term in Eq. 3.1 is calculated are
presented in Section 3.13. Derivations of the components of Eq. 3.1 are described below.

3.11.1 Short-range attractive component, ∆Gattr, of the ion-mediated
duplex-duplex interactions

The multivalent ion-mediated short-range attractive forces between the duplexes in the ag-
gregated phase arise from the interactions of the multivalent counterions bound to the surface
of one duplex with all the charges on the neighboring duplex (including its bound counteri-
ons). These are the same interactions that determine the distribution of counterions around
NA duplexes in the solution phase. They are strong when the counterion is inside the duplex
ion binding shell and relatively weak when outside [203, 250], and can be characterized by
the ion binding affinity to nearly neutralized duplex. In the case of multivalent counterions
these interactions can have a significant non-mean-field component [178, 151, 119] due to
ion-ion correlations which reduce the ion-ion repulsion.
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In our decomposition of the aggregation free energy, Eq. 3.1, we consider that these attractive
interactions contribute to ∆Gattr when CoHex ion bound to one duplex enters the “external”
ion binding shell of another duplex [207], i.e. when the “external” binding shells of the
two duplexes overlap upon aggregation. When the bound CoHex ion is outside the ion
binding shell of a neighboring duplex we no longer consider its interaction with that duplex
contributing to ∆Gattr. In this case the bound ion can be treated as part of the averaged
neutralizing background [203, 245, 66, 191] that screens the bare duplex charge and reduces
the mutual electrostatic repulsion between the duplexes described by ∆Gel−rep. The proposed
decomposition assumes that the non-mean-field component of the ion interactions with the
counterions bound to the neighboring duplex can be significant and accounted for in ∆Gattr

when the ion enters the “external” ion binding shell of the neighboring duplex but is small
and can be neglected when the ion is outside the ion binding shell.

Once the duplexes approach each other upon aggregation, CoHex ions bound in the “ex-
ternal” ion binding shell of one duplex enter the “external” shell of another duplex. The
additional interaction energy of each of these ions in the “external” ion binding shell of the
neighboring duplex is essentially the binding energy for the additional CoHex ions in the
“external” shell of the duplex. Assuming that minimal changes in the CoHex distributions
occur when the two duplexes approach each other, this binding energy averaged over the
volume the shell can be approximated by CoHex binding affinity, µa, to the “external” ion
binding shell of an isolated NA duplex. This quantity varies with the degree of duplex neu-
tralization Θ, but for a narrow range of Θ (at near neutralizing conditions, 0.9 ≤ Θ ≤ 1.0)
that is of interest to us here, this dependence is small and can be neglected. Ion affinity µa

reflects the balance between the attraction to the bare NA duplex charges and the repulsion
from all other bound ions around the duplex and, therefore, depends on the ion charge, Ze.
It also absorbs the contribution from the ion-ion correlations which increases with the ion
valency Z.

The above assumptions about the contributions to ∆Gattr result in a short-range attractive
component of the interactions between the two neighboring NA duplexes that is proportional
to two quantities: (1) the average number of CoHex ions in the overlapping region of the ion
binding shells of these duplexes, ∆Ns, and (2) the binding affinity µa of CoHex ion in the
“external” ion binding shell of NA duplex at near neutralizing conditions.

For the hexagonal packing of the duplexes in the aggregated phase [202], the total short-range
attractive term in the decomposition of the aggregation free energy, Eq. 3.1, per duplex can
therefore be estimated as

∆Gattr = 3µa ×∆Ns , (3.2)

where the factor of 3 accounts for the half of the attractive interactions with the six nearest
neighbors in the hexagonally packed aggregate.

To estimate µa and ∆Ns we will use the equilibrium properties of CoHex distribution around
a single NA duplex in the solution phase obtained from the MD simulation.
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CoHex binding affinity µa.

The binding affinity of an ion to the ion binding shell of a polymer can be defined as a
difference of the excess chemical potentials of this ion in the binding shell and in the bulk.
In the case of the “external” ion binding shell of NA duplex where the excluded volume
effects for CoHex ions are negligible this difference can be estimated as

µa = −kBT ln (ρs/ρb) , (3.3)

where ρb and ρs are the number densities of CoHex ions in the bulk and in the “external”
ion binding shell of the NA duplex, respectively. A more detailed derivation of this equation
is presented in Section 3.13.

Because of the finite size of the simulation box used in all-atom MD simulations and the
absence of a monovalent salt screening in the simulations, the CoHex concentration at the
simulation box boundary, ρB, is not equal to the bulk value ρb required in Eq. 3.3 for
estimating µa. To account for the difference, we introduce a long-range correction to µa:

µa = −kBT ln (ρs/ρB) + Zeϕ(rB) , (3.4)

where Zeϕ(rB) is the energy of the CoHex ion charge, Ze, in the electrostatic potential of
the NA duplex and its bound ions, ϕ(rB), at the system boundary (rB = 31 Å). Without
monovalent ions present, ϕ(r) can be estimated as the electrostatic potential of a uniformly
charged non-conducting rod of length H with a linear charge density λ in a solvent with
dielectric constant ε,

ϕ(r) =
2λ

ε
ln

(

H/2 +
√

(H/2)2 + r2

r

)

. (3.5)

Here λ corresponds to the linear charge density of 25-bp NA duplex (charge Qna = −48e,
length H) re-normalized (scaled down) by the charge of all bound CoHex ions (N0Ze) within
the outer boundary of the “external” ion binding shell, λ = (Qna + N0Ze)/H = Qna(1 −
Θ0)/H, where Θ0 = N0Ze/|Qna| is a degree of duplex neutralization by all (N0) bound
CoHex ions determined from the results of MD simulations. The potential ϕ(r) is zero at
infinity. The values of the potential estimated for the NA duplexes of interest at rB = 31 Å
and dielectric constant ε = 78.5 are relatively small, ranging from -0.7 to -1.1 kBT/e.

Number of bound CoHex ions, ∆Ns, in the overlapping volume of ion binding
shells.

Fig. 3.16 shows a schematic of the “internal” and “external” ion binding shells around two
parallel duplexes at the typical duplex-duplex separation of 28 Å in the DNA aggregate
[206, 201, 202]. The shells overlap volume is completely defined by geometries of the shells
and mutual orientation of the duplexes. In the hexagonal packing of the duplexes in the
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28Å

Figure 3.16: Horizontal cross section of the overlap of the “external” CoHex ion binding shells
of two NA duplexes at the inter-axial separation d = 28 Å. The overlap region (volume) is
indicated by dark green color. CoHex ions in this volume element, which is about 80 Å
high (length of the NA duplex), strongly interact with both duplexes creating the effective
short-range attraction between NA molecules. These ions are excluded from the estimation
of the effective duplex-duplex electrostatic repulsion in Eq. 3.10.

aggregated phase [202] considered in our model, the duplexes are parallel to each other and
their ends are assumed at the same height.

Under the assumption of minimal changes in the CoHex distributions when the duplexes
approach each other the number of ions ∆Ns in the overlap volume of the two “external”
ion binding shells ∆Vs can be estimated as

∆Ns = 2ρs∆Vs = 2
Ns

Vs

∆Vs , (3.6)

where Vs and Ns are the volume and the average number of CoHex ions bound in the
“external” ion binding shell, respectively.

Since we are interested in exploring the dependence of the aggregation free energy ∆Gaggr

on the degree of NA duplex neutralization Θ at near neutralizing conditions when Θ is
close to its value Θ0 observed in MD simulations, we need to estimate how Ns changes with
Θ. Assuming the fractions of the bound CoHex ions in each of the ion binding shell are
insensitive to the small changes in the total number of bound CoHex ions, N , we can write

Ns = fsN = fs
|Qna|

Ze
Θ , (3.7)

where fs = N0
s /N0 is the fraction of CoHex ions bound in the “external” shell, N0

s and N0

are the simulation results values.
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The above results allow one to rewrite Eq. 3.2 as

∆Gattr(Θ) = 6µa
∆Vs

Vs

|Qna|

Ze
fsΘ . (3.8)

Note that for long duplexes, µa is independent of the duplex length H, and so ∆Gattr in
Eq. 3.8 depends on H only through the bare duplex charge Qna = λnaH, where λna is the
(constant) linear charge density of the unscreened NA duplex.

3.11.2 Repulsive electrostatic component ∆Gel−rep of the ion-mediated
duplex-duplex interactions

Our decomposition of the electrostatic interactions between two NA duplexes upon ion-
mediated duplex aggregation onto the attractive and repulsive parts is based on the separa-
tion of the bound CoHex ions into those which are in the ion binding shell overlap volume
∆Vs, Fig. 3.16, and the rest of the bound ions. The interactions of the former ones with
the neighboring duplex and all of its bound counterions have a significant ion-ion correlation
contribution and constitute the attractive part of the aggregation energy ∆Gattr described
above. The interactions of rest of the bound ions with the neighboring duplexes and their
bound counterions can be treated at the mean-field level. In this case these counterions
can be considered as a neutralizing background which uniformly reduces the bare charge of
each duplex. This approximation allows us to use continuum electrostatics in estimating
∆Gel−rep.

As discussed above, the NA duplex neutralization by bound CoHex is described by a degree of
neutralization Θ which, according to Manning counterion condensation theory [164] applied
to NA molecules interacting with trivalent counterions, reaches ∼ 0.92 level. Approximately
the same level of duplex neutralization by CoHex ions (Θ0 ∼ 0.88 − 0.92) is observed in
all-atom MD simulations.

As in the case of ∆Gattr, we consider the repulsive interactions between the duplexes at zero
monovalent salt condition, neglecting a small monovalent ion screening in the NA duplex
condensation experiments [147, 257]. Indeed, for spermine4+, which is similar to CoHex in
its condensing power, condensation of 150-bp DNA fragments was shown to be unaffected
by monovalent ion concentrations of 20mM and lower if DNA monomer concentration ([P])
is higher than 0.4 mM [205]. In the condensation experiments we discuss [147, 257], NA
monomer concentration is about 2 mM.

Additional considerations of why the influence of 20mM of NaCl on CoHex induced duplex
condensation can be neglected here include: 1) the interactions of bound CoHex ions with NA
molecules are virtually unaffected by monovalent salt concentration below 40 mM [34] and
2) CoHex affinity µa to NA duplex is affected by a small amount of monovalent salt through
the change of long-range potential in much the same way as the long-range repulsive duplex-
duplex interactions. Since each of these two monovalent salt screening effects on ∆Gattr ∼ µa
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and ∆Gel−rep are small and opposite, we assume that the combined salt screening effect on the
duplex-duplex attractive and repulsive terms is negligibly small and estimate these terms
without considering the monovalent screening. However, at physiological monovalent salt
concentrations (∼ 100 mM), the difference could increase; the drop in the attraction due to
reduction of CoHex affinity may be substantially larger than the drop in the repulsive term,
contributing to the onset of NA duplex aggregation by monovalent ions [205].

The above approximations (no ion-ion correlations and zero monovalent salt condition) allow
us to estimate the duplex-duplex repulsion as interaction between the neighboring NA du-
plexes with their charges uniformly re-normalized by bound counterions, with the duplexes
being in continuum dielectric without free ions. The interactions beyond the nearest neigh-
bors in the hexagonal packing are neglected (assumed to be screened out by monovalent ions
or by unbound CoHex ions in the net neutral duplex aggregated phase).

Within the linear response electrostatics in a continuum dielectric, the interaction between
two duplexes with the charges re-normalized uniformly by a factor ξ is equivalent to scaling
the interaction between bare duplexes, ∆Gel−na, by ξ2.

To estimate ξ we notice that according to the specific way we decompose the electrostatic
interactions, all CoHex ions bound to one NA duplex (N ∼ Θ), except those (∆Ns/2) in
the shell overlapping volume, participate in the duplex charge re-normalization. Taking into
account Eqs. 3.6 and 3.7, the charge fraction of these ∆Ns/2 ions that has to be excluded
from the re-normalization is

Λ =
∆Ns

2

Ze

|Qna|
=

∆Vs

Vs

fsΘ . (3.9)

This fraction reduces the duplex screening and changes the duplex charge re-normalization
coefficient from ξ = 1−Θ to ξ = 1−Θ+Λ. The resulting estimate for the duplex repulsive
contribution to the aggregation free energy at the hexagonal packing of the aggregated phase
can be written as

∆Gel−rep(Θ) = 3∆Gel−na(1−Θ+ Λ)2 = 3∆Gel−na

(

1−Θ

[

1−
∆Vs

Vs

fs

])2

, (3.10)

where ∆Gel−na is the electrostatic interaction between the two bare duplexes in a dielectric
continuum which can be estimated numerically, within the Poisson framework. Here we
neglect the interactions with more distant neighbors in the hexagonal packing taking into
account that they should be scaled by a much smaller factor (ξ2 = (1 − Θ)2 at Λ = 0) and
assuming the overall neutrality of the aggregated phase due to unbound diffuse ions.

Note that the re-normalization coefficient ξ is independent of the duplex length H and so the
repulsion term ∆Gel−rep in Eq. 3.10 depends on H only through the bare duplexes repulsion
∆Gel−na. For long duplexes ∆Gel−na ∼ λ2

naH leading to ∆Gel−rep linear with H, similar to
∆Gattr.
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We estimate ∆Gel−na by solving the Poisson equation (PE) for the two parallel unscreened
duplexes and averaging the interaction energies over 12 different mutual duplex orientations.
The details of this estimation are presented in Section 3.13.

3.11.3 Configurational entropy loss upon duplex association

The change in the NA duplex configuration entropy upon duplex aggregation, ∆Sconf , is
caused by restrictions of the duplex translational and rotational motion in the aggregated
phase compared to a free motion in a dilute solution phase. For long NA molecules this
entropic contribution to the aggregation free energy is usually neglected compared to other
repulsive and attractive contributions [182]. For short 25 base pair NA duplexes, however,
the contribution of T∆Sconf can be substantial and, as we will see, comparable with the
electrostatic repulsion between the duplexes in the aggregated phase.

Short NA duplexes of the length smaller than the NA persistence length (∼ 150-bp for
dsDNA) can be considered as rigid rods. We estimate their configuration entropy change,
∆Sconf = ∆Stran +∆Srot, by following the approach described in Ref. [249],

∆Sconf = kB ln(c∆X∆Y∆Z) + kB ln(∆X∆Y/πH2) . (3.11)

Here, the first term corresponds to the change in the duplex translational entropy Stran

due to reduction of volume available for translational motion of the duplex center of mass
from 1/c in the solution phase to ∆X∆Y∆Z in the aggregated phase, where c is a NA
duplex concentration in the solution. The second term reflects the loss of the rotational
entropy ∆Srot in two of the three duplex rotational degrees of freedom upon aggregation;
the corresponding reduction of the available rotational phase space being ∆θ1∆θ2/4π where
∆θ1(2) ≈ ∆X(Y )/(H/2), Fig. 3.17. In our estimations we use ∆X = ∆Y = (d−2a)/2 where
d is inter-axial duplex separation and a is the radius of the NA duplex estimated as a = 11
Å. At d = 28 Å corresponding to duplex separation observed in CoHex condensed DNA
phases [206, 202], ∆X = ∆Y = 3 Å – a half-width of the nucleic acid effective attraction
energy well [129] at 5kBT above the minimum. For simplicity we use the same value for ∆Z
(∆Z = 3 Å), which describes the vertical misalignment of the ends of parallel duplexes in
the hexagonal bundle.

From Eq. 3.11 it follows that only ∆Srot part of the duplex configuration entropy change
depends on the duplex length H – this part scales logarithmically with H, increasing its
contribution to the aggregation energy for longer duplexes.
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Figure 3.17: Schematic of a rigid rod rotation about the two axes used in the estimate of
the rotational entropy change upon aggregation.

3.11.4 Attractive and repulsive interactions at the “internal-external”
ion binding shell overlaps

So far, we considered the simplest case of two parallel NA duplexes at such separations in
the aggregated phase that only their “external” ion binding shells overlap; we approximated
the additional binding free energy for the CoHex ion bound in the “external” ion binding
shell of one duplex and entering the “external” ion binding shell of the neighboring duplex
by the CoHex binding affinity µa to the “external” shell. This affinity, defined as a difference
of the CoHex excess chemical potentials, Eq. 3.16, reflects only the change of CoHex ion
interactions with its environment and does not depend on CoHex configurational entropy.
Since this entropy in either of the two “external” ion binding shells of the two neighboring
duplexes is same, the above approximation is reasonable.

If the duplex-duplex separations in the aggregated phase are smaller than 28 Å, in addition
to the “external-external” shell overlaps the overlaps of the “external” and “internal” ion
binding shells of the adjacent duplexes occur, Fig. 3.18. Below we will argue that the
attractive contribution ∆Gattr to the aggregation energy can still be estimated by Eq. 3.2
where the quantity ∆Ns is replaced by ∆N , the sum of the numbers of bound CoHex ions
in both overlaps.

In equilibrium, the chemical potential of CoHex ions in the “external” and “internal” ion
binding shells is the same. Any difference in the excess chemical potentials of the ions in
these shells (and, thus, in the ion binding affinities) is compensated by the difference in
ion configurational entropies within these shell. The same consideration can be applied to
the estimation of the free energy gain for the CoHex ion bound in the “external” shell of
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Figure 3.18: Schematic of the overlaps of the “external” and “internal” ion binding shells
of two NA duplexes at the inter-axial separation d = 24 Å. The regions of the “external-
internal” shells overlap are gray. Dark green indicates “external-external” shells overlap as
in Fig. 3.16

one duplex once entering the “internal” shell of adjacent duplex when these shells overlap.
Whatever correction to µa might be applied due to the difference in the CoHex excess
chemical potentials in these shells, it should be compensated by the original difference in
the ion configurational entropies in these shells. Therefore, the contribution of each CoHex
ion in the “external-internal” shell overlaps to ∆Gattr can still be approximated by the same
value of µa as in the case of the CoHex ions in the “external-external” shell overlaps. This
approximation allows us to use Eq. 3.2 for the close inter-duplex separation, Fig. 3.18, as
well, but now ∆Ns becomes ∆N , the sum of the numbers of ions in two overlapping shell
regions, “external-external” and “external-internal” (combined gray and dark green regions
in Fig. 3.18). This quantity can be estimated as

∆N = 2ρs∆Vs + (ρi + ρs)∆Vis =

[

fi
Vi

∆Vis +
fs
Vs

(∆Vis + 2∆Vs)

]

|Qna|

Ze
Θ , (3.12)

where ∆Vis is the volume of the “external-internal” overlap, ρi and fi are the number density
and the fraction of CoHex ions bound in the “internal” ion binding shell of the volume Vi.
Similar to fs, the fraction fi is defined as fi = N0

i /N0 where N0
i is the number of CoHex

ions in the “internal” shell determined from the all-atom MD simulations. Estimations of
N0

i , N0 are in Table 3.3, while ∆Vis and ∆Vs are presented in Section 3.15.

Using Eq. 3.12, the attractive contribution to the aggregation free energy, Eq. 3.8, can be
rewritten as

∆Gattr(Θ) = 3µa

[

fi
Vi

∆Vis +
fs
Vs

(∆Vis + 2∆Vs)

]

|Qna|

Ze
Θ . (3.13)
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We do not consider the “internal-internal” shell overlaps, as these could only occur at such
short inter-duplex separations where steric repulsion would become prohibitively large.

In the case of “external-internal” ion binding shell overlap, the quantity ∆N , Eq. 3.12, has
to be used instead of ∆Ns in determining the correction Λ, Eq. 3.9, to the duplex charge
re-normalization coefficient ξ = 1−Θ+ Λ. The latter one can now be written as

ξ = 1−Θ+
1

2

[

fi
Vi

∆Vis +
fs
Vs

(∆Vis + 2∆Vs)

]

Θ , (3.14)

resulting in the following duplex-duplex repulsive term in the aggregation free energy,

∆Gel−rep(Θ) = 3∆Gel−na

(

1−Θ

[

1−
1

2

(

fi
Vi

∆Vis +
fs
Vs

(∆Vis + 2∆Vs)

)])2

. (3.15)

As in the case of the duplex separations in the aggregated phase when only the “exter-
nal” ion binding shells overlap, for long duplexes the attractive and repulsive contributions,
Eqs. 3.13 and 3.15, depend linearly on the duplex length H through the bare duplex charge,
Qna = λnaH, and bare duplexes repulsion, ∆Gel−na ∼ λ2

naH, respectively. The entropic
contribution, Eq. 3.11, remains unchanged and scales logarithmically with H.

Note that Eqs. 3.13 and 3.15 reduce to simpler Eqs. 3.8 and 3.10 when the “external-internal”
overlap volume ∆Vis vanishes for the inter-axial duplex separations d ≥ ri+rs = 28 Å (ri+rs
is the sum of the outer radii of the “internal” and “external” ion binding shells). Since
the typical inter-axial duplex separation in the CoHex induced DNA aggregates is 28 Å
[206, 201, 202], for this and larger separations we can use more simple Eqs. 3.8 and 3.10.

3.12 Application of the Multi-Shell Model and Discus-

sion

3.12.1 The stability of nucleic acid aggregates.

We apply our semi-quantitative model, Eq. 3.1, where the terms are determined by Eqs. 3.13, 3.15
and 3.11, to characterize CoHex induced aggregation of four 25-bp long nucleic acid du-
plexes previously simulated and studied experimentally as described in Section 3.2; these are
DNA, RNA and DNA:RNA hybrid duplexes of the equivalent mixed sequence [8, 193] and
homopolymeric poly(dA):poly(dT) DNA duplex.

The model presented here allows us to estimate the aggregation free energies of these du-
plexes, ∆Gaggr, as functions of the degree of duplex neutralization by bound CoHex ions, Θ,
and compare them with the duplex condensation propensities observed in Section 3.3. The
aggregation begins when Θ, which depends on the bulk CoHex concentration in the solution
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Table 3.2: Estimated changes of the free energy, ∆Gaggr = ∆Gattr + ∆Gel−rep − T∆Sconf ,
upon CoHex induced 25-bp NA duplex aggregation under experimentally relevant conditions
(CoHex concentration corresponds to 94% of duplex charge neutralization, NA duplex con-
centrations in the solution phase is 40 µM). All energy components are in kBT units per one
duplex, T = 300 K. The calculations assume 28 Å inter-axial duplex separation [206, 202]
in the hexagonal aggregated phase that corresponds to “external-external” CoHex binding
shells overlap shown in Fig. 3.16.

dA:dT DNA HYB RNA

CoHex binding affinity, µa -7.66 -7.57 -7.34 -5.79

Fraction of “externally” bound ions, fs 0.67 0.59 0.24 0.14

Number of ions in single overlap, ∆Ns 2.41 2.12 0.88 0.49

∆Gattr -55.5 -48.2 -18.6 -8.4

∆Gel−rep 27.6 24.0 11.5 8.7

−T∆Sconf 22.2 22.2 21.9 21.9

∆Gaggr -5.7 -2.0 14.8 22.2

0.9 0.92 0.94 0.96 0.98
Degree of duplex neutralization, Θ
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Figure 3.19: Predicted aggregation free energy ∆Gaggr for the four 25-bp NA duplexes as
a function of the degree of duplex charge neutralization Θ by bound CoHex ions. The
calculations assume 28 Å inter-axial duplex separation in the hexagonal aggregated phase
and 40 µM duplex concentration in the solution phase. The data in the Table 3.2 correspond
to Θ = 0.94 (thin vertical line).

phase, reaches the level at which the NA aggregated phase is more stable than the solution
phase, i.e. when ∆Gaggr < 0.
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Our main results for ∆Gaggr and its components at the typical 28 Å inter-axial duplex
separation in the hexagonal aggregated phase are summarized in Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.19.
The latter shows ∆Gaggr as a function of Θ. In Table 3.2, the attractive, repulsive and
configurational entropy components of ∆Gaggr for the four NA duplexes are compared for
the same degree of duplex neutralization Θ = 0.94, at which the aggregated phase for the
two considered DNA duplexes is more stable than the solution phase, ∆Gaggr < 0. The main
factors determining the CoHex ion-mediated duplex attraction, CoHex binding affinity to
the “external” ion binding shell µa and the fraction of bound CoHex ions in this shell fs, are
presented as well.

The predicted aggregation free energies suggest that at the same degree of duplex neutraliza-
tion the DNA aggregates are more stable than the DNA:RNA hybrid or RNA aggregates (see
Fig. 3.19). Among the two DNA molecules, the mixed sequence DNA duplex requires higher
degree of neutralization by CoHex ions for the beginning of the aggregation, ∆Gaggr < 0.
Provided that the CoHex affinities µa for both DNA duplexes are roughly the same (see Ta-
ble 3.2), the higher Θ at ∆Gaggr = 0 for the mixed sequence DNA translates into the higher
bulk CoHex concentration in the solution phase at which mixed sequence DNA duplexes con-
dense. At roughly the same µa for both DNA duplexes, the major difference in the values of
the attractive components stems from the difference in the fractions of bound CoHex ions in
the “external” ion binding shells fs of these duplexes, 0.67 for the homopolymeric DNA and
0.59 for the mixed sequence DNA, leading to different values of the number of CoHex ions
∆Ns in the overlaps of these shells for two adjacent NA duplexes in the aggregated phase.

Comparing the DNA:RNA hybrid and RNA duplexes, the differences in both µa and fs
(and, therefore, ∆Ns) contribute to a smaller value of the attractive component in ∆Gaggr

for the RNA duplex. The same conclusion is valid when comparing DNA and RNA duplexes.
However, the major part of the difference in ∆Gattr for DNA and RNA duplexes arises from
a drastic difference in fs, 0.59 and 0.14, respectively (see Table 3.2), leading to four fold
difference in the number of CoHex ions ∆Ns in the shell overlaps.

3.12.2 Dependence of the NA aggregation free energy on inter-
axial duplex separation

A more detailed investigation of the model predictions over a range of duplex-duplex separa-
tion distances and degrees of duplex neutralization is presented in Fig. 3.20; the trends are
exemplified for the mixed sequence DNA and RNA molecules. The aggregation free energy
values are estimated using Eqs. 3.11, 3.13 and 3.15. Several conclusions can be made that
further support the validity of our approach.

For both DNA and RNA, a region of ∆Gaggr < 0 as a function of inter-duplex separation d
in the aggregated phase exists at large enough degrees of duplex neutralization Θ by CoHex
ions. For the mixed DNA duplex, the region of the favorable condensation conditions begins
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Figure 3.20: Predicted aggregation free energy ∆Gaggr of 25-bp long DNA and RNA duplexes
as a function of the degree of duplex neutralization Θ and the inter-axial duplex separation,
d. Condensation conditions, ∆Gaggr < 0, correspond to blue regions of the parameter space,
while the white band designates ∆Gaggr ≈ 0. Lines of equal ∆Gaggr are projected onto the
d−Θ plane.

at Θ > 0.92 with a minimum of ∆Gaggr(d) at the inter-duplex separation d = 26 Å. This
minimum is not too different from the known experimental value d = 28 Å measured for
long DNA strands [206, 202]. With the increase of Θ, the minimum slightly shifts toward
the smaller separations.
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The existence of the minimum of ∆Gaggr(d) can be rationalized by considering differences in
scaling behavior of the attractive and repulsive components of ∆Gaggr within our model. The
attractive part ∆Gattr scales linearly with the number of CoHex ions in the shells overlap
∆Ns (Eq. 3.2), which increases as the inter-duplex separation d decreases. At the same time,
the repulsive contribution ∆Gel−rep is quadratic in ∆Ns, Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10.

Also, it is reassuring that at typical DNA condensation conditions, the predicted value of
∆Gaggr per base pair is a fraction of kBT , in agreement with the experimental estimates [29].

Relative to the DNA, the region of the parameter space (d,Θ) where the RNA duplexes may
be expected to aggregate is very narrow, suggesting that almost complete neutralization
of the RNA duplex by bound CoHex ions is required prior to aggregation. This result is
consistent with the notion that RNA is generally harder to condense than the equivalent
in sequence DNA [147, 257], requiring a much larger CoHex concentrations in the solution
phase.

Several testable predictions can be made directly from Fig. 3.20. A close examination reveals
that, compared to the DNA, the aggregated phase of RNA is expected to have shorter inter-
duplex distances, ∼1.5 Å shorter than for the aggregated DNA phase. Physically, this is
because even if the RNA neutralization were 100%, where ∆Gel−rep ≈ 0, a relatively weak
attractive force at 28 Å of inter-duplex separation would not be enough to overcome the
entropic cost of aggregation of short 25-bp RNA duplexes, ∼22 kBT per duplex. At inter-
duplex distances shorter than 28 Å, an additional attractive contribution comes into play,
the one resulting from the counterions in the more populated “internal” ion binding shell of
the RNA. These shells begin to overlap with the “external” ion binding shells of the opposite
duplexes at the separation d < 28 Å, Fig. 3.22. That additional attractive force tips the
total attraction-repulsion balance towards RNA condensation at 25 Å inter-duplex separation
and near 100% (Θ = 0.99) duplex neutralization. However, as the duplex-duplex separation
decreases further in the already tightly packed aggregate, both the configurational entropy
loss and the electrostatic repulsion increase, quickly drive the RNA out of the condensation
regime.

Another specific prediction that follows directly from the free energy balance within our
model is that longer duplexes are expected to condense better than shorter ones. The
explanation, based on Eqs. 3.1,3.2,3.10,3.11, is as follows. All of the contributions to ∆Gaggr,
except the configurational entropy loss, Eq. 3.11, are proportional to the duplex length
H (if one neglect the end effects, which is a reasonable approximation for the number of
base pairs in a duplex ≫ 1). In contrast, the unfavorable configurational entropy change
scales logarithmically with H, Eq. 3.11. Thus, as H increases, the relative (per unit length)
contribution of the entropic term to ∆Gaggr diminishes. Since the entropic term resists
condensation, we expect longer duplexes to condense better.
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3.12.3 Over-all model performance compared to experiment

It is reassuring that our estimations based on MD simulation results for CoHex ion dis-
tributions produce CoHex binding affinities of the same magnitude as earlier estimates of
CoHex-DNA binding free energies based on equilibrium dialysis and single-molecule mag-
netic tweezers study [256] (-14.5 kBT ), isothermal titration calorimetry data [170] (-13.7
kBT ), and

59Co chemical shift NMR measurements [34] (-8.6 kBT ). The predicted CoHex
affinities to the “external” ion binding shells of the nearly neutralized DNA duplexes are
smaller than the above experimental estimates, which makes sense since the latter were de-
rived from the apparent binding constants in the limit of zero binding; i.e., in the absence of
the mutual repulsion between bound CoHex ions that decreases the effective affinity in our
calculations.

More importantly, the values in Table 3.2 correctly predict the aggregation propensity of
different nucleic acid duplexes, ranging from the favorable aggregation energies for the
poly(dA):poly(dT) and mixed sequence DNA constructs to the unfavorable energies for the
DNA:RNA hybrid and RNA duplex at the same degree of duplex neutralization. The fact
that the order of the condensation propensities observed in the condensation experiments
(see Section 3.2) are captured by our semi-quantitative model, last line in Table 3.2, provides
further support for the robustness of the conceptual picture we have developed.

We have verified that the results for the aggregation free energy and its components presented
above are robust with respect to simulation details: water model used for simulations, initial
conditions and details of the RNA duplex simulation protocol (see Section 3.17).

3.13 Methodological details

3.13.1 Additional assumptions and considerations.

1. Since the condensation experiments we are trying to explain have been conducted
at low (20 mM) concentrations of monovalent ions in solution, when they produce
a negligible effect on the bound CoHex ions [34], the effects of monovalent salt are
omitted from our semi-quantitative model. Whenever appropriate, we will discuss the
consequences of neglecting the presence of small amount of monovalent salt.

2. The fractions of NA duplex charge neutralized by bound CoHex ions, Θ, in the solution
and aggregated phases are considered to be the same. That is the aggregation energy we
estimate does not include the contributions related the changes of CoHex concentration
(and Θ) when CoHex ions are added to the solution phase prior to the aggregation
and replace the monovalent counterion atmosphere around the NA duplexes.

3. The aggregated phase as a whole is assumed to be net neutral. In addition to bound
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CoHex ions, a small amount of unbound ions between the duplexes in a bundle or
between the layers of duplex bundles are assumed in the aggregated phase. This
assumption of the overall neutrality of the aggregated phase allow one to neglect the
interactions between the duplexes beyond the nearest neighbors.

4. We use the degree of NA duplex neutralization Θ as a convenient proxy for bulk Co-
Hex concentration. Even though CoHex concentration in the bulk is the quantity most
relevant for the thermodynamics analysis presented, it is not easily accessible exper-
imentally. Typically, NA condensation experiments simply report the total CoHex
concentration in the solution prior to the condensation, which does not equal the bulk
CoHex concentration. The relationship between the two and Θ is complex [230, 182],
but it is monotonic, which justifies the use of Θ for our purposes: we are interested
in the relative NA condensation propensities, not their absolute values. The rela-
tion between Θ and the bulk multivalent ion concentration has some non-trivial form
[230, 182] different from the original Manning predictions [163, 164] and predictions
based on the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) model [203, 245, 66, 191] due to correlations
between bound multivalent ion at the surface of NA molecules. We do not need to
consider the exact relation here. The only general property of the layer of bound (con-
densed) trivalent counterions at the NA duplex surface we will use is that the degree of
NA duplex charge neutralization by these counterions, Θ, weakly depends on the bulk
ion concentration and monotonically increases with the increase of the latter [230, 182].
At low (mM) trivalent ion bulk concentration the value of Θ is close to the Manning
theory prediction for the double-stranded DNA, Θ ≈ 0.9.

3.13.2 Estimation of CoHex binding affinity µa.

We approximate the average binding energy that a CoHex ion bound in the “external”
binding shell of NA duplex 1 gains when it enters the “external” binding shell of the (neigh-
boring) NA duplex 2, by the CoHex binding affinity µa to the “external” ion binding shell
of an isolated duplex in the solution phase at near neutralizing conditions. This approxi-
mation is based on the assumption that minimal changes in the CoHex distributions occur
when the two NA duplexes approach each other at the inter-duplex distances relevant to NA
condensation.

The above assumption was tested in Section 3.3 for homopolymeric poly(dA):poly(dT) DNA
and mixed sequence RNA duplexes. By comparing the superposition of two independent
single duplex CoHex distributions with CoHex distribution around a pair of NA duplexes
separated by 26 Å, no changes in the number of “internally” bound (inside 12 Å from the
helical axis) CoHex ions were observed. A small increase (1.1 ions) in the “external” ion
binding shell (12 to 16 Å from the helical axis) of a duplex in both DNA and RNA duplex
pairs was seen. The latter was suggested to be due to some redistribution of the bound ions
in the external shell toward the shell overlapping region of the pair, which can be neglected
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in the case of six neighbors of the hexagonal packing considered in this work.

CoHex binding affinity µa to the “external” ion binding shell of NA duplex can be defined
as a difference of the excess chemical potentials of CoHex ion in the “external” shell of the
duplex, µs

excess, and in the bulk, µb
excess,

µa = µs
excess − µb

excess . (3.16)

The quantity reflects the change of the ion interaction with its environment as the ion moves
from the bulk towards the surface of charged NA molecule.

The chemical potential of CoHex ion, µ, can be written as

µ = µexcess + µideal , (3.17)

where
µideal = kBT ln(ρnC) (3.18)

is a portion of the potential that can be treated as a chemical potential of an ideal gas with a
particle number density ρn corresponding to the CoHex density [271], C is a constant which
does not depend on ρn. At equilibrium between the bulk (b) and the layer of bound CoHex
ions in the “external” ion binding shell (s), µ is constant throughout the system:

µs
excess + µs

ideal = µb
excess + µb

ideal (3.19)

From Eqs. 3.18 and 3.19 and the definition of the ion binding affinity, Eq. 3.16, we arrive at
Eq. 3.3, i.e. µa = −kBT ln (ρs/ρb).

CoHex number density in the “external” ion binding shell ρs = N0
s /Vs is estimated using

the average number of CoHex ions in this shell N0
s determined from the MD simulations and

presented in Table 3.3. With the height H = 88 Å for the two DNA duplexes and H = 76 Å
for the DNA:RNA hybrid and RNA duplexes, the “external” shell volume, Vs = π(r2s−r2i )H,
constitutes 30964 and 26741 Å3, respectively.

Table 3.3: Average numbers of bound CoHex ions in the “external” and “internal” ion
binding shells around the four NA duplexes estimated from the MD simulations.

DNA(dA:dT) DNA HYB RNA

“External” shell ions, N0
s 9.8 8.5 3.3 2.0

“Internal” shell ions, N0
i 4.6 4.2 7.7 9.4

All bound CoHex ions, N0 14.5 14.4 14.1 14.7
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3.13.3 Estimation of repulsive interaction ∆Gel−na between the two
unscreened NA duplexes.

We define ∆Gel−na(d) as the difference of the electrostatic free energy of the two duplexes
in water, ∆Gel, at the separations d and ∞. The ∆Gel is estimated as [187]

∆Gel = ∆Gsolv + ECoul . (3.20)

Here ∆Gsolv is the solvation energy of the two duplexes, estimated from the solution of
the PE, and ECoul is the Coulomb charge-charge interactions in the system computed with
AMBER12 [42]. Both terms in Eq. 3.20 are computed using charge distributions on NA
duplexes determined from the AMBER ff99bsc0 nucleic acid force-field [47, 194]. The ∆Gel

for the two infinitely separated duplexes is calculated as the sum of the electrostatic free
energies of the two isolated molecules.

We estimate ∆Gel by solving the Poisson equation (PE) for the two parallel unscreened
duplexes and averaging the interaction energies over 12 different mutual duplex orientations.
The interactions are computed at two different inter-axial separations, d = 24 and 28 Å. The
orientations were changed by rotating one of the duplexes around its helical axis with 30◦

increment. The interactions at other inter-axial duplex separations were estimated using an
interpolation, see below.

The PE was solved using MEAD solver [17] with three levels of focusing and with 281
grid points in each dimension: the coarsest grid spacing was 5.0 Å, and the finest 0.5 Å.
The internal (NA duplex) and the external (water) dielectric constants were 4.0 and 78.5,
respectively [116, 246].

The interaction ∆Gel−na(d) between the two parallel NA duplexes in water is then estimated
as the difference of the orientationally averaged ∆Gel at a separation d and ∞,

∆Gel−na(d) = 〈∆Gel(d)〉 −∆Gel(∞) . (3.21)

The value of ∆Gel−na(d) at the inter-duplex separations different from the two distances
(d1 = 24 Å and d2 = 28 Å) for which it was directly calculated is then estimated using the
logarithmic interpolation,

∆Gel−na(d) = ∆Gel−na(d1) + (∆Gel−na(d2)−∆Gel−na(d1))
ln(d1/d)

ln(d1/d2)
. (3.22)

At high degree of duplex neutralization, ∼90%, the variation of the scaled ∆Gel−na(d2) with
one of the duplex rotating about its helical axis does not exceed 0.3 kBT , consistent with
an earlier estimate of ∼ 0.5kBT per 25 base pairs based on a different model [129]. The
insignificance of the variation justifies the use of the simple averaging for ∆Gel−na. Small
(∆Z/H ≪ 1) axial translations of one duplex with respect to another reduce the repulsive
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contribution mostly through the reduction of Λ which is proportional to the shell overlapping
volume (Λ ∼ ∆Ns ∼ ∆Vs). At the same time, the change in ∆Ns leads to a reduction of the
attractive contribution to the aggregation energy resulting in a destabilization of the duplex
bundle.

3.13.4 Atomistic simulations.

The details of CoHex ion distributions and its chemical potential were extracted from MD
simulations (see Section 3.2.4). A brief description of the protocols used are presented
below. Other details of the duplex structure preparations and simulations are described in
Section 3.2.

All-atom MD simulations were used to generate CoHex ions distributions around four 25-bp
NA duplexes: homopolymeric poly(dA):poly(dT) DNA, mixed sequence DNA, DNA:RNA
hybrid and RNA. Each system contained one 25-bp NA duplex, a neutralizing amount of 16
CoHex ions and 16880 TIP3P [117] water molecules. To avoid uncertainties associated with
monovalent ions force field parameters [280], no monovalent salt was added to the simulated
systems. The simulated trajectories were 300-380 ns long, generated at 300 K tempera-
ture in the canonical (NVT) ensemble. The simulations were performed using AMBER12
package [42] and ff99bsc0 force-field [47, 194]. Since no measurable effects of CoHex on
the DNA duplex structures were experimentally observed, the homopolymeric and mixed
sequence DNA duplexes were restrained to their B′ [3] and canonical B-form, respectively,
during the simulations. These restraints minimized possible structure bias due to the use
of imperfect modern force-fields [159]. On the other hand, the addition of CoHex has lead
to the experimentally observed changes in RNA helical structure. Therefore, the RNA and
DNA:RNA hybrid duplexes were simulated unrestrained allowing the duplex structures to
relax when CoHex ions bind to these molecules. The CoHex ion distributions were analyzed
using 28,000, 30,000 and 34,000 snapshots extracted from DNAs, DNA:RNA hybrid and
RNA duplex trajectories, respectively.

3.14 Long-range correction ϕ(r) to CoHex binding affin-

ity estimation

To account for the finite size of the simulation box used in all-atom MD simulations of CoHex
distributions around DNA, RNA and hybrid DNA:RNA duplexes, a long-range correction
Zeϕ(rB) to CoHex binding affinity µa at the system boundary (rB = 31 Å) was introduced.
At high degree of nucleic acid (NA) duplex neutralization by bound CoHex ions (Θ = 0.90 –
0.94) and in the absence of monovalent salt in the simulations, the electrostatic potential of
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the NA duplex partially neutralized by bound CoHex ions, ϕ(rB), is estimated (Eq. 3.5) as

ϕ(r) =
2λ

ε
ln

(

H/2 +
√

(H/2)2 + r2

r

)

. (3.23)
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Figure 3.21: Simulated (all-atom MD) and analytically approximated behavior of the CoHex
concentration as a function of distance R from the duplex helical axis for homopolymeric
DNA (dA:dT) and mixed sequence DNA. The approximation uses Eq. 3.23 for the long-range
behavior of the electric potential ϕ(r) around the duplex.

Here λ is a linear charge density of 25-bp NA duplex of length H (H = 88 Å for DNA and
H = 76 Å for RNA and hybrid molecules) and charge Qna = −48e neutralized by bound
CoHex ions (N0Ze), λ = Qna(1 − Θ0)/H, where Θ0 = N0Ze/|Qna|. The potential ϕ(r) is
zero at infinity.

To test a proper asymptotic behavior of ϕ(r) estimated by Eq. 3.23, we compare the simula-
tion results for CoHex concentration profile with the concentration profile ρ(r) determined
by ϕ(r) using the Boltzmann distribution of the ions in the electrostatic potential,

ρ(r) = ρbe
−Zeϕ(r)/kBT . (3.24)

The results of the comparison are presented Fig. 3.21, confirming the validity of the approx-
imation Eq. 3.23 for the long-range correction to µa in the no-salt conditions. The values of
the potential ϕ(r) estimated by Eq. 3.23 are relatively small ranging from -0.7 to -1.1 kBT/e
at rB = 31 Å for the NA duplexes of interest.
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3.15 Evaluation of the ion binding shell overlap vol-

umes ∆Vs and ∆Vis

The volumes of the “external-external” ∆Vs and “external-internal” ∆Vis overlaps of the ion
binding shells of two identical parallel NA duplexes, Fig. 3.22, are uniquely determined by
the geometries of the shells and the mutual positions of the duplexes. The latter ones are
characterized by the duplex-duplex separation d and the vertical misalignment of the ends of
the parallel duplexes ∆Z. The cylindrical shell geometries are defined by the duplex height
H and by the values of the shell radii – the internal radius of the “internal” shell, r0 = 7 Å,
and the outer radii of the “internal”, ri = 12 Å, and the “external”, rs = 16 Å, shells. With
the height H = 88 Å for the two DNA duplexes and H = 76 Å for the DNA:RNA hybrid
and RNA duplexes, the “external” shell volume, Vs = π(r2s − r2i )H, constitutes 30964 and
26741 Å3, respectively.

Figure 3.22: Schematic of the overlaps of the “external” and “internal” ion binding shells
of two NA duplexes at the inter-axial separation d = 24 Å. The regions of the “external-
internal” shells overlap are gray. Dark green indicates “external-external” shells overlap.

The “external-internal” overlap volume ∆Vis can be written as

∆Vis = 2(H − 2∆Z)
(

r2i arccos(p1) + r2s arccos(p2)− 0.5(p3)
1/2
)

for 2ri ≤ d ≤ rs + ri(3.25)

∆Vis = 0 for d ≥ rs + ri .

Here arccos() arguments are

p1 = (d2 + r2i − r2s)/(2dri) ,

p2 = (d2 + r2s − r2i )/(2drs) , (3.26)

p3 = (ri + rs − d)(ri − rs + d)(rs − ri + d)(ri + rs + d) .
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The “external-external” overlap volume ∆Vs is estimated as

∆Vs = (H − 2∆Z)
(

2r2s arccos(u1)− 0.5(u2)
1/2
)

−∆Vis for d ≤ 2rs. (3.27)

and ∆Vs = 0 for d ≥ 2rs. Here u1 = d/(2rs) and u2 = (4r2s − d2)d2.

In our estimations of the attractive and repulsive electrostatic contributions to ∆Gaggr which
depend on the values of ∆Vis and ∆Vs determined by Eqs. 3.25 and 3.27 we neglect small
(∆Z/H ≪ 1) misalignments of the duplexes in the aggregated phase as they reduce both of
these contributions tending to cancel their effects.

3.16 Electrostatic interaction between the two bare du-

plexes in water

We estimated the orientationally averaged repulsive interaction ∆Gel−na(d) between the
two unscreened NA duplexes in water (Eq. 3.21) for the two inter-axial duplex separations,
d1 = 24 Å and d2 = 28 Å. The results are presented in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Orientationally averaged repulsive interaction ∆Gel−na(d) between the two par-
allel unscreened NA duplexes in water calculated by solving the Poisson equation for the
solvation energy and by estimating the Coulomb charge-charge interactions in the system
using AMBER12 [42] and NA duplex charge distributions determined from the AMBER
ff99bsc0 nucleic acid force-field [47, 194]. All energies are in kBT units per duplex pair.
The internal (NA duplex) and the external (water) dielectric constants were 4.0 and 78.5,
respectively.

NA duplex pair Inter-axial distance d1 = 24 Å Inter-axial distance d2 = 28 Å

dA:dT – dA:dT (DNA) 565.0 502.3

DNA – DNA 565.0 502.3

HYB – HYB 594.4 515.0

RNA – RNA 594.4 515.0

3.17 Robustness to force-field details and initial con-

ditions

To investigate possible influence of force-filed guided structural relaxation of the NA duplexes
on the estimated aggregation free energy components, we have repeated MD simulations as
described in “Atomistic simulations” for the RNA duplex, but now with all the atoms in
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the RNA duplex restrained to their initial canonical A-RNA positions. Being a different
simulation, it also automatically examines robustness to initial conditions, including CoHex
ion positions at t = 0. These results, summarized in Table 3.5 and Fig. 3.23, show only
modest differences from our main estimates of the ∆Gaggr components based on the CoHex
distribution around unrestrained RNA duplex; the estimate of CoHex binding affinity to the
“external” ion biding shell, µa, differs from that based on the unrestrained simulations by
0.7 kBT and the aggregation free energy is less favorable by 3 kBT .

Table 3.5: Robustness of the free energy estimates to RNA force-field and initial conditions.
Shown are estimated changes of the free energy, ∆Gaggr = ∆Gattr+∆Gel−rep−T∆Sconf , upon
CoHex induced 25-bp RNA duplex aggregation under experimentally relevant conditions, see
Table 3.2. All energy components are in kBT units per duplex, T = 300 K. The values in this
table (right column, restrained RNA) are obtained from MD simulation with RNA atoms
restrained to canonical A-RNA, while all other conditions remained as for the unrestrained
RNA (Table 3.2).

unrestrained RNA restrained RNA

CoHex binding affinity, µa -5.79 -5.05

Fraction of “externally” bound ions, fs 0.14 0.07

Number of ions in single overlap, ∆NL 0.49 0.26

∆Gattr -8.4 -4.0

∆Gel−rep 8.7 7.2

−T∆Sconf 21.9 22.2

∆Gaggr 22.2 25.4

Another important component of possible sensitivity to force-field parameters is the choice
of specific water model used to represent solvation effects in all-atom MD simulations. To
address this sensitivity, we have repeated the DNA-CoHex MD simulations described in
the “Atomistic simulations” section using the TIP4P-Ew [109] rather than the TIP3P water
model [117] used to obtain the main results. The resulting aggregation free energy estimates,
presented in Fig. 3.24, show that the choice of water model has a very small (0.2 – 1.1 kBT )
impact on the estimated ∆Gaggr values.

3.18 Robustness to the definition of the “external” ion

binding shell

Several basic approximations have been made when constructing the model. Among them
are replacements of the ion density profile and the profile of ion excess chemical potential
near the duplex by the average ion density and the ion affinity in the ion binding shell,
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Figure 3.23: Robustness of ∆Gaggr to initial conditions and details of RNA duplex simulation
protocol. The effect of relaxation of 25-bp RNA structure (unrestrained vs. restrained
(fixed)) on ∆Gaggr as a function of duplex degree of neutralization. The calculations assume
28 Å inter-axial duplex separation in the hexagonal aggregated phase and 40 µM duplex
concentration in the solution phase. The data in the Table 3.5 correspond to Θ = 0.94 (thin
vertical line).
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Figure 3.24: Robustness of the aggregation free energy ∆Gaggr to simulation details. The
effect of water model (TIP3P vs. TIP4P-Ew) on ∆Gaggr as a function of duplex degree of
neutralization Θ for the 25-bp long homopolymeric poly(dA):poly(dT) and mixed sequence
DNA duplexes at d = 28 Å inter-axial duplex separation in the hexagonal aggregated phase.
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Table 3.6: Robustness to water model. Estimated changes of the free energy, ∆Gaggr =
∆Gattr + ∆Gel−rep − T∆Sconf , upon CoHex induced DNA duplex aggregation under ex-
perimentally relevant conditions (CoHex concentration corresponds to 94% of duplex neu-
tralization, ∼ 40 µM duplex concentrations). All energy components are in kBT units per
one duplex, T = 300 K. The calculations assume 28 Å inter-axial duplex separation in the
hexagonal aggregated phase that corresponds to “external-external” CoHex binding shells
overlaps. Here, CoHex binding affinity and number of ions in the shell overlaps are estimated
from MD simulations in TIP4P-Ew water; all other conditions are the same as in Table 3.2
where TIP3P water was used for the estimates.

dA:dT DNA DNA

CoHex binding affinity, µa -7.95 -7.57

Number of ions in single overlap, ∆NL 2.33 2.10

∆Gattr -55.5 -47.7

∆Gel−rep 26.7 23.8

−T∆Sconf 22.2 22.2

∆Gaggr -6.8 -1.8
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Figure 3.25: Robustness of the aggregation free energy ∆Gaggr to the definition of the
“external” ion binding shell. Predicted ∆Gaggr for the two DNA duplexes at the degree of
duplex charge neutralization Θ = 0.94 is calculated as a function of the inter-axial duplex
separation for the outer boundary of the “external” shell, Rs = 16 Å, shifted by ±0.5 Å.
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respectively. To comply with these approximations, the definitions of the “internal” and
“external” ion binding shells allow only small degree of flexibility of their boundaries. The
definitions are tied to the behavior of the ion density profiles around DNA and RNA duplexes
as a function of distance to the helical axis – the profiles are rather steep at the boundary
between the shells and vanish at the outer boundary of the “external” shell (see Fig. 3.3).
The latter was defined in Section 3.3 as the distance from the helical axis (Rs = 16 Å) at
which CoHex ions can still make direct contacts (hydrogen bonds) with the oxygen atoms
of the phosphate groups, i.e. are not fully hydrated. Thus, a rational definition of the shells
consistent with the model allows for only relatively small variations of the positions of the
shell boundaries, about ±0.5 Å. Within this margin, the results are rather insensitive to the
geometrical parameters of the ion binding shells (see Fig. 3.25). Specifically, the relative
aggregation propensities of the duplexes remain the same, and predicted ∆Gaggr at the free
energy minima do not change. At 28 Å inter-duplex separation, ∆Gaggr changes by only ±5
kBT .

3.19 Conclusion

In this chapter we combine experiment and atomistic modeling to propose a mechanistic
picture of counterion-induced condensation of nucleic acids (NA) and resolves differences in
their condensation propensities. The picture can explain an unexpected experimental finding
that NA condensation induced by trivalent counterion cobalt hexammine (CoHex) varies
markedly between various short 25 bp double-helical structures, from RNA which largely
resists condensation, to a homopolymer DNA which is most susceptible to it. A unique
feature of our proposed mechanism is the relationship between NA duplex condensation and
the location of preferential counterion binding relative to the NA helical axis. Specifically,
condensation propensity is determined by the fraction of counterions bound to the external
(outermost) surface of the double-helix. We found a significant difference, up to 5-fold, in
the fraction of CoHex ions bound to the external surfaces of our different NA constructs. For
example, in the simulated poly(dA):poly(dT) DNA structure 68% of the bound CoHex ions
bind externally and can contribute to the NA-NA attraction and hence condensation, while in
the mixed sequence double-stranded RNA of the same size, most CoHex ions (87%) are bound
internally (inside the major groove), which explains the observed resistance to condensation.
In contrast to many previous studies, we make a clear distinction between the total number
of counterions bound to NA and the fraction of counterions bound to the outermost surface.
The overall strength of counterion-NA binding does not solely determine the condensation
propensity; instead, the specific structural feature of bound ion distributions is of the most
important influence. Multivalent ion binding to RNA is stronger than to DNA, yet the
former resists condensation. Importantly, it is not simply variation in NA helical structure
parameters that ultimately affects the condensation propensity: we find that duplexes with
the same helical parameters can also have different condensation propensities.
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It is beyond the scope of the current study to model condensed DNA states using MD sim-
ulations and to suggest specific modes of NA-NA association (e.g., “bridge” vs. “zipper”
etc.). Nevertheless, it is useful to examine our findings in the light of previous theoretical
studies that attempt to explain the differences in DNA and RNA condensation [129] based
on the differeces in the helical structure. The assumptions [129] made about the preferential
placement of bound CoHex ions and the purely geometric interpretation are inconsistent
with our experimental data and the results of atomistic simulations of CoHex binding. Our
results show that in DNA the majority of bound CoHex are outside of the major groove
and that the peaks of CoHex distributions overlap at the NA-NA distances that correspond
to the condensed phase. While NA condensation depends on a complex interplay between
various structural and sequence features, our coupled experimental and theoretical results
suggest a new model in which a single parameter – the fraction of externally bound multi-
valent counterions – connects the NA condensation propensity with geometry and sequence
dependence of CoHex binding.

In the second half of this chapter, we have developed the first semi-quantitative model of
nucleic acid aggregation (condensation) induced by trivalent CoHex (Co(NH3)

+3
6 ) counteri-

ons in which the radial distribution of the bound counterions is the key ingredient. Namely,
the counterions bound to a NA duplex are partitioned into an “external” and “internal” ion
binding shells; the fraction of ions in each shell, and their affinity to the nearly neutralized
duplex can be accurately quantified from converged ion distributions obtained from all-atom
molecular dynamics simulations in explicit solvent. Within the model, the source of the
short-range attraction between two approaching NA duplexes are the oppositely charged
CoHex ions from the overlapping region of the ion binding shells of these duplexes. Basic
thermodynamic arguments are then used to estimate the aggregation free energy components
corresponding to CoHex-mediated attraction between the duplexes and the opposing residual
repulsion of the nearly neutralized duplexes and configurational entropy loss upon aggrega-
tion of the short duplexes. Importantly, robustness of the model estimates to simulation
details has been thoroughly verified.

The key conclusion from this chapter is that our semi-quantitative model based on the “ion
binding shells” framework is able to reproduce the correct order of condensation propensities
seen in experiment for various NA duplexes, some of which differ in fairly subtle way, e.g.,
poly(dA):poly(dT) DNA vs. mixed sequence DNA. The key role of the fraction of multivalent
ions bound in the “external” ion binding shell of NA duplexes in nucleic acid condensation
is clarified. The larger the fraction of the externally bound multivalent ions, the larger the
condensation propensity of a nucleic acid molecule.

Another conclusion is a relatively small value of the attractive interactions between the RNA
duplexes at the inter-axial distances and degree of neutralization at which DNA duplexes
begin to aggregate. To overcome the relatively large entropic cost of the aggregation of short
RNA duplexes it is necessary both to increase the attractive component and to minimize
the electrostatic repulsive contribution by a more complete duplex neutralization compare
to the case of the DNA. We therefore predict that RNA condensation occurs at inter-helical
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distances smaller than ones experimentally found in DNA aggregates. Consistent with ex-
periment, the model predicts that higher degree of RNA neutralization is needed as well (in
experiment, RNA condensation starts at considerably higher CoHex concentrations than for
the equivalent DNA molecules).

In contrast to some of the available models of counterion-induced NA condensation, ours
is simple enough to allow for analytical estimates and analyses of trends. For example, we
show why longer NA fragments are expected to condense easier than shorter ones. At the
same time, the apparent simplicity of the model does not come at the expense of its physical
realism: the key component of the model – counterion affinity to the “external” ion binding
shell and the fraction of ions in this shell are computed from explicit solvent atomistic
simulations, which is arguably the most accurate practical approach to such estimates to-
date. The details of the NA duplex geometry and sequence are implicitly included in the
values of these parameters. The atomistic level of details “built into” the basics physics
model greatly enhances versatility of the latter. In particular, in the future we are interested
in exploring a wider range of multivalent ion types, and look more closely into sequence
dependence of NA condensation.



Chapter 4

Opposing effects of multivalent ions
on flexibility of DNA and RNA

4.1 Introduction

Mechanical properties of nucleic acids (NA) are known to be strongly affected by ionic
conditions of the solutions they are in [19, 164, 270, 252, 175, 154, 16]. Experiments
show that increasing the concentration of monovalent salt reduces DNA bending persis-
tence length [19, 270] from its classical value of ∼ 500 Å at physiological NaCl concentration
of ∼ 0.145 M. An even more dramatic decrease of DNA persistence length with salt concen-
tration has been observed when monovalent cations were replaced by multivalent ones [19].
The common explanation is that counterion atmosphere around a NA molecule screens the
repulsion between the negatively charged phosphates along the polymer, thus increasing its
bending flexibility [186, 236, 80, 223, 198].

In contrast to DNA, mechanical properties of double-stranded RNA (referred to simply as
RNA for the remainder of the text) have not been investigated as extensively. From the
similar charge density and overall structure of DNA and RNA double helices, one might
expect that they should exhibit similar elastic responses under applied forces. Indeed, recent
single-molecule force and torque measurements of RNA bending flexibilities [1, 106, 150] have
shown analogous to DNA decrease of bending persistence length of RNA with increasing
monovalent salt concentration [106].

Here we compare the effects of multivalent counterions on RNA bending flexibility using
atomistic molecular dynamics simulations; the study was motivated by a recent finding
that binding patterns of multivalent counterions to DNA and RNA are drastically different
[257, 193, 147]. We investigate how this difference in multivalent ion binding affects RNA
bending persistence length when monovalent counterions are replaced by ions with charges
+3e and +4e, and propose an explanation for the opposing effects on bending flexibilities of

80
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DNA and RNA.

4.2 Methods

DNA and RNA duplexes of 25 base pairs (bp) with the same mixed sequence described
in [257] and a homopolymeric poly(rA)·poly(rU) RNA fragment of the same length were
generated in canonical B-form for DNA and A-form for RNA using Nucleic Acid Builder [158].
The NA molecules were then neutralized with three different combinations of monovalent
Na+ and trivalent Cobalt(III) Hexammine (CoHex): 48 Na+ (“no CoHex”), 8 CoHex3+ and
24 Na+ (0.17 CoHex3+ per phosphate, indicated by P−) or 16 CoHex3+ (0.33 CoHex3+/P−).
In addition, mixed sequence RNA molecules were also neutralized with two other counterion
types: 16 hypothetical “Na3+” ions and 12 Spermine4+ ions. “Na3+” was simulated by
increasing threefold the Na+ charge in Amber topology file. Each system was then solvated
with ∼16800 TIP3P water molecules in a periodic box. To account for monovalent salt
background roughly equivalent to physiological conditions, 24 Na+Cl− ion pairs were added
to all systems. All MD simulations were carried out using AMBER 12 [43] and ff99bsc0
force field [47, 194] at T = 300 K. Each system was first simulated for at least 100 ns
while holding the duplex restrained to allow the ionic atmosphere to equilibrate around the
molecule. Then, positional restraints were removed for production MD runs: 300 ns for
CoHex3+ and “no CoHex” systems, and 400 ns for Spermine4+ and “Na3+” systems.

NA helical axis representations for each frame were generated from MD trajectories using
Curves+ [141]. We then calculate, for each MD snapshot, the bending angle θ between
average vectors of consecutive helical repeats (10 bp in our case), which should reduce the
possibility of error from the non-symmetric nature of the double-helix[172]. The result
of the calculation is the angular probability distribution P (θ, l), where l is the average
contour length of the 10 bp helical repeat (calculated for each NA/ion system individually
by summing all base-pair rise parameters). For l ≪ Lp we can use the inextensible worm-like
chain [41, 274, 173, 273] approximation for the bending energy:

E(θ, l) =
1

2
kBT

Lp

l
θ2 (4.1)

For spherically isotropic distribution in 3D space[173]

P (θ, l) = sin θ exp(−E(θ, l)/kBT ) (4.2)

which leads to

− ln

(

P (θ, l)

sin θ

)

=
Lp

2l
θ2 (4.3)
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DNA w/ CoHex3+ ∆Lp/Lp (%) ∆l/l (%)
0.17 CoHex3+/P− −31 −1.8
0.33 CoHex3+/P− −37 −1.8

Table 4.1: Effect of CoHex3+ counterions on DNA flexibility. Shown are relative changes
in bending persistence length (Lp) and length of helical repeat (10 bp) segment (l), relative
to the same system with no CoHex3+ ions (multivalent ions replaced by Na+ to maintain
over-all neutrality).

RNA w/ CoHex3+ ∆Lp/Lp (%) ∆l/l (%)
0.17 CoHex3+/P− +68 −12
0.33 CoHex3+/P− +90 −14

Table 4.2: Effect of CoHex3+ on RNA flexibility. Persistence length (Lp) of RNA increases
with CoHex3+ concentration – an effect that is opposite to the DNA response to CoHex3+.
Bound CoHex3+ also significantly shrinks RNA duplex along its helical axis.

used to estimate Lp, Fig. 4.1. While this method may not provide the most accurate
assessment of the absolute value of Lp for such small fragments (which could depend on the
total length of the polymer), the qualitative effects of multivalent ions on NA persistence
length observed in simulations are strong enough that we are confident in our findings. For
all calculated values of Lp in this work the relative statistical error never exceeded 2%, and
is not reported below.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 DNA Lp with and without CoHex

Despite known imperfections of modern force-fields used for all simulations in this study
[74], our calculations predict the main quantity of interest – the relative change of per-
sistence length ∆Lp/Lp – in acceptable agreement with experiment. For mixed sequence
DNA the addition of neutralizing amount of CoHex yields the predicted relative change
∆Lp/Lp = −37% (Table 4.1, bottom row) which is within the reported error margin of the
corresponding experimental estimate[19] of −44±8%. Furthermore, recent WAXS [192] and
CD spectra [257] measurements have not detected any significant changes in DNA structure
upon addition of CoHex, consistent with our results that the molecule contracts by no more
than 2%, Table 4.1. Previous all-atom [32] and even coarse-grained models derived from the
same atomistic potentials [131, 218] also reproduce correct quantitative dependence of DNA
Lp on ionic strength.
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Figure 4.1: Estimation of bending persistence length Lp of DNA duplex with (red) and
without (blue) CoHex3+ counterions. Lp is estimated by fitting (dashed lines) the data

points to Eq. 4.3; each point represents a value of − ln
(

P (θ,l)
sin θ

)

averaged over ∼0.008 interval

of θ.

4.3.2 RNA Lp increases with CoHex concentration

Unexpectedly, the effect of CoHex on RNA is the opposite of its effect on the DNA: the
addition of CoHex3+ results in a significantly higher Lp of the RNA, Table 4.2. The counter-
intuitive increase in RNA bending rigidity caused by CoHex does not appear to be sequence-
dependent: the same strong effect of similar magnitude is seen when we replace the mixed
sequence RNA with a homopolymeric poly(rA)·poly(rU) fragment (first row of Table 4.3).
This effect on RNA persistence length is not limited to CoHex3+ counterions: tetravalent
Spermine4+ (a linear polyamine ion) and hypothetical trivalent “Na3+” also stiffen the RNA,
Table 4.3. It is also insensitive to water model and force-field choice; simulations with TIP4P
water and the latest chiOL3 modifications for RNA to ff99bsc0 force-field[283] result in a
negligible 3% difference in CoHex ions bound to RNA.
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RNA w/ +3 and +4-valent ions ∆Lp/Lp (%) ∆l/l (%)
0.33 CoHex3+/P− (poly(rA)·poly(rU)) +56 −14
0.33 “Na3+”/P− (mixed RNA) +85 −16
0.25 Spermine4+/P− (mixed RNA) +29 −14

Table 4.3: CoHex3+ increases persistence length (Lp) of homopolymeric poly(rA)·poly(rU)
RNA molecules. Other tri- and tetravalent ions have the same qualitative effect: Spermine4+

and hypothetical “Na3+” increase Lp and decrease the fragment length (l) of RNA duplexes.

4.3.3 Qualitative model for the counter-intuitive effect

We propose the following qualitative explanation for this novel effect. The persistence length
of a charged polymer in the presence of counterions can be conceptually decomposed into
two distinct contributions: Lp ≃ Lint + ∆Lscr[165]. The “base” contribution Lint depends
on the internal structure (short-range interactions) and charge distribution of the polymer,
while ∆Lscr represents a correction to Lint due to the screening by the counterions of the
long-range charge-charge interactions along the polymer. Both of these contributions can
significantly affect the total persistence length Lp[216]. In the case of NA, ∆Lscr is always
negative because the screening results in a reduced effective electrostatic repulsion between
the negatively charged phosphate groups. In general, DNA and RNA double helices have
very similar overall structure and electrostatic properties, including linear charge density
and other parameters relevant to Lp according to existing models [165, 235]. Thus, given
the same amount of reduction in the charge-charge repulsion along the NA polymer due to
partial neutralization by the counterions, the ∆Lscr term is expected to be roughly equal for
DNA and RNA surrounded by the same type and amount of counterions. Indeed, increasing
the concentration of monovalent ions (which are known to form loose distributions around
NA molecules [217, 124, 123]) leads to similar changes in observed Lp of both DNA and
RNA. However, the situation is very different with multivalent counterions. For DNA, these
ions mostly bind to the externally exposed surface of the phosphate groups [257] (Fig. 4.2),
leading to their partial neutralization, which mainly affects ∆Lscr in the expected way. In
contrast, subtle structural differences between DNA and RNA helices (B- vs. A-form) lead to
a more negative electrostatic potential in the major groove of RNA, which causes CoHex to
bind preferentially inside the molecule, closer to the helical axis [257, 193], see Fig. 4.2. The
internally and strongly bound CoHex ions can be considered as part of the internal structure
of RNA itself, mainly affecting Lint. As sufficient number of CoHex counterions bind into the
major grove of RNA, they pull the oppositely charged phosphate groups closer together. This
results in the contraction of the duplex along its helical axis (Tables 4.2, 4.3), which has been
experimentally confirmed [192]. In contrast, virtually no structural change occurs in DNA
upon binding of the same multivalent counterions (see Table 4.1). Note that even though
“Na3+” is sterically about 3 times smaller than CoHex3+, the relative contraction of the RNA
double helix caused by “Na3+” remains almost the same, Tables 4.2 and 4.3, suggesting that
any further contraction of the RNA double helix becomes highly unfavorable energetically.
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Figure 4.2: In DNA (left), multivalent counterions (illustrated for CoHex3+, green) bind
mostly externally [257] onto the negatively charged phosphates (red), with little effect on
the DNA structure. The binding reduces the effective electrostatic repulsion along the helix,
which in turn decreases the helix bending rigidity. In contrast, the same ions bind deep inside
the RNA major groove (right) [257] causing the double helix to contract and significantly
stiffen its internal structure. This leads to an over-all increase of the RNA bending rigidity
– the pull of the ions works as taut bicycle spokes that tighten the wheel. The distributions
(not shown) of bound Spermine4+ around DNA and RNA are similar to the above.

The strong electrostatic pull between phosphates and buried counterions is balanced by the
short-range interactions that maintain the internal structure of the double helix. Bending
of a polymer implies some combination of contraction and stretching (of the opposite side
of the chain), and both of these deformations require more energy in the already contracted
state of the RNA compared to the original A-form conformation, which ultimately results
in higher bending modulus of the polymer. Thus, the binding of multivalent counterions to
the RNA helix increases Lint significantly, resulting in a net increase of its Lp, while in the
DNA the ions mostly reduce Lp via ∆Lscr.
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4.4 Conclusion

Our main result – that multivalent counterions can significantly increase RNA bending persis-
tence length – is unexpected from the perspective of the completely opposite and well-known
effect of increasing salt concentration on RNA’s closest cousin, the DNA. The physics behind
the salt effect on bending rigidity of long charged polymers appeared well understood: the
charge-charge repulsion along the polymer is screened out by the counterions, making it eas-
ier to bend. But apparently, this is only one side of the story: small differences in structure
between RNA and DNA can make dominant a previously unexplored consequence of counte-
rion binding, changing the sign of the over-all salt effect on the polymer’s persistence length.
While the magnitude of the predicted effect might have some dependence on details of the
methodology, it is clear that the effect is strong, persists over a range of ion concentrations,
and is robust to ion type and sequence details, all of which should facilitate direct experi-
mental verification. We believe that single-molecule measurements[19, 106] are best suited
for studying this phenomenon. AFM studies can also shed some light on this effect, provided
the interactions of the surface with the NA duplexes do not affect the binding of ions to the
molecule. The new effect may manifest itself in other scenarios: mechanical properties of
DNA with sequences and/or structure that have relatively stronger affinity for multivalent
ions compared to canonical B-form DNA considered here may also show unexpected, or even
counter-intuitive response. It is also known that under low hydration[171, 174], as well as
with increasing concentrations of CoHex[10, 50], DNA can spontaneously transition from B-
to A-form, and if the binding pattern of CoHex in A-form DNA is similar to that of RNA,
it could be enough to offset any decrease in persistence length due to electrostatic screening
and make the duplex more rigid (like in the case of RNA). Given the importance of nucleic
acid stiffness in genome packing, these effects may have significant biological consequences.
The influence of divalent ions such as Mg2+, known to bind to nucleic acids, is also worth
exploring. Perhaps most importantly, the physics of the relationship between mechanical
properties of charged polymers and counterion binding is worth revisiting.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

The work presented in this thesis is focused on non-trivial mechanical properties involving
nucleic acids.

While there have been many previous attempts at reconciling the classical picture of har-
monic DNA bending with recent experimental evidence of increased flexibility at shorter
length-scales (fragments less than 100 bp), none of them provide a general framework for
polymer bending from a physical point of view. Our CHC model successfully explains the un-
expectedly high cyclization probability of short DNA fragments, without redefining the well-
accepted hWLC in the weak bending regime. The CHC model can be applied to other poly-
mers besides DNA, and can even incorporate complex details such as sequence-dependence
and anisotropy. Furthermore, we were able to deduce that the major contribution to non-
convexity of the effective DNA bending energy function comes from the Van-der Walls in-
teractions in the backbone of the molecule. When the polymer is bent, the atoms in the
backbone that approach each other reduce their total energy from VDW interactions more
than the combined increase from the other atom pairs, which counters the effects of electro-
static and bonded energy terms, that increase with bending angle. This is possible because
of the non-convexity of the VDW energy function at distance greater than the VDW radii.

Nucleic acid condensation is another very important phenomenon relevant to biological pro-
cesses. It has become evident recently that current models are not capable of explaining
differences in condensation propensities between DNA and RNA. Even models that take
into account the geometric structure of the double-helix cannot provide a complete picture;
specifically, they cannot explain how similar sequence and geometry of NA duplexes can
result in different condensation propensities. In this thesis we have shown that condensation
propensity correlates well with the number of externally bound counterions, and outlined a
quantitative model that uses the concept of internal and external binding shells to effectively
explain this phenomenon.

Finally, when studying NA condensation, we have discovered an interesting and unexpected
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effect: increasing concentrations of multivalent CoHex ions actually stiffen double-stranded
RNA, as opposed to DNA that becomes less rigid, as predicted by electrostatics. We decided
to further investigate this effect by looking at various multivalent ions, different sequences,
and force-field details. We have found this counter-intuitive effect to be quite strong, and
robust. A simple qualitative model was then developed to attempt to explain these results.
We are quite confident in our prediction, and hope that one day another research group
conducts an experiment that can help validate or disprove this claim.
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Appendix A

AMBER MD protocols

A.1 Simulating restrained DNA loops of various sizes

For a loop of 100 bp:

minimize the structure

&cntrl

imin=1, maxcyc=1000, ncyc=500, cut=999.0, igb=1, saltcon=0.28, ntb=0, ntr=1,

&end

restrain all P atoms

1.0

FIND

P * * *

SEARCH

RES 1 200

END

END

run restrained heating simulation

&cntrl

imin=0,ntb=0,ntf=2,ntc=2,tol=0.000001,ntr=1,igb=1,saltcon=0.28,ntpr=50,ntwx=500,

ntt=3,gamma_ln=1.0,tempi=0.0,temp0=300.0,nstlim=50000,dt=0.002,cut=999,

&end

restrain all P atoms

1.0

FIND

P * * *

SEARCH
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RES 1 200

END

run dynamics simulation

&cntrl

imin=0,ntb=0,ntf=2,ntc=2,tol=0.000001,ntr=1,igb=1,saltcon=0.28,ntpr=10,ntwx=500,

ntt=3,gamma_ln=2.0,tempi=300.0,temp0=300.0,nstlim=500000,dt=0.002,cut=999,

&end

restrain all P atoms

0.1

FIND

P * * *

SEARCH

RES 1 200

END

END

A.2 Unrestrained long DNA fragments in implicit sol-

vent

For a 150 bp long DNA with γln = 0.001:

minimize the structure

&cntrl

imin=1, maxcyc=1000, ncyc=500, cut=999.0, igb=1, saltcon=0.28, ntb=0, ntr=1,

&end

fix the dna

1.0

RES 1 300

END

END

run restrained heating simulation

&cntrl

imin=0,ntb=0,ntf=2,ntc=2,tol=0.000001,

ntx=5,ig=-1,

ntr=1,igb=1,saltcon=0.28,ntpr=50,ntwx=500,

ntt=3,gamma_ln=1.0,tempi=0.0,temp0=300.0,

nstlim=55555,dt=0.0018,cut=999,
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&end

fix the dna

0.1

RES 1 300

END

END

run dynamics simulation

&cntrl

imin=0,ntb=0,ntf=2,ntc=2,tol=0.000001,

ntr=0,igb=1,saltcon=0.28,

ntpr=5000,ntwx=5000,ig=-1,ntx=5,

ntt=3,gamma_ln=0.001,tempi=300.0,temp0=300.0,

nstlim=55555555,dt=0.0018,cut=999,

&end



Appendix B

Coarse-grained MD using Espresso

B.1 DNA loops with experimentally-derived bending

potential

At T=300K:

#!/bin/sh

# tricking... the line after a these comments are interpreted as standard shell script \

exec $ESPRESSO_SOURCE/Espresso $0 $*

set tcl_precision 6

source ./subs.tcl

#source ../scripts/ABHmath.tcl

#############################################################

# system name

#############################################################

set n_part 80

set name "kbt_tab_ring$n_part"

# integration

set int_steps 100

set int_n_times 100000

puts " "

puts "======================================================="

puts " $name.tcl "
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puts "======================================================="

puts " "

#############################################################

#output files

#############################################################

set obsv_file [open "$name.obs" "w"]

set traj_file [open "$name.vtf" "w"]

set cord_file [open "$name.vcf" "w"]

set stru_file [open "$name.vsf" "w"]

puts "opened output files\n"

#############################################################

# Setup System Box

#############################################################

set box_l 100

setmd box_l $box_l $box_l $box_l

setmd periodic 0 0 0

#setmd periodic 1 1 1

puts "set up simulation box with length $box_l\n"

############################################################

#particles and constraints

############################################################

set PI 3.141592653589793

set b_length 1

set r_circ [expr $n_part*$b_length/(2*$PI)]

set d_theta [expr 2*$PI/$n_part]

# Create the particles

for {set i 0} { $i < $n_part } {incr i} {

set cur_angle [expr $d_theta*$i]

set posx [expr $r_circ*cos($cur_angle)]

set posy [expr $r_circ*sin($cur_angle)]

set posz 0.0

part $i pos $posx $posy $posz type 0 mass 1

}

puts "placing particles and constraints"

puts "particle [part 0]"
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puts "particle [part 1]"

puts "...\n"

############################################################

#interactions between all types of objects

############################################################

#set pos_tol 0.01

#set vel_tol 0.01

set a_coef 18.6

set b_coef 10000

# The harmonic bond potential

inter 0 harmonic $b_coef $b_length

#inter 0 rigid_bond b_length pos_tol vel_tol

# The harmonic angle potential

#inter 1 angle $a_coef

# Tabulated angle potential

inter 1 tabulated angle "vol_yscale.dat"

# Fix COM

inter 0 0 comfixed 1

puts "Defined Interactions:\n[inter]\n"

############################################################

#define bonds between specific objects

############################################################

# Bond the particles

for {set i 0} { $i < [expr $n_part-1] } { incr i } {

part $i bond 0 [expr $i+1]

}

part [expr $n_part-1] bond 0 0

# Add the angle interactions

for {set i 1} { $i < [expr $n_part-1] } { incr i } {

part $i bond 1 [expr $i-1] [expr $i+1]

}

part 0 bond 1 [expr $n_part-1] 1
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part [expr $n_part-1] bond 1 [expr $n_part-2] 0

puts "Defined bonds\n"

#############################################################

# integration parameters

#############################################################

#md parameteres

setmd time_step 0.0045

setmd skin .5

thermostat langevin 0.596 0.5

setmd max_num_cells 2744

puts "Set md integration parameters\n"

#############################################################

#simulation integration

#############################################################

puts "\n\n____________Starting simulation integration: outputting [expr $int_n_times/$int_steps]

writevsf $traj_file

writevsf $stru_file

writevcf $traj_file

#inter ljforcecap 0

for {set i 0} { $i < $int_n_times } { incr i} {

integrate $int_steps

writevcf $traj_file

writevcf $cord_file

puts -nonewline "integration step [expr $i+1] out of $int_n_times\r"

puts $obsv_file "{ time [setmd time] } [analyze energy]"

}

puts "\n\n________________________finished simulation integration________________________\n"
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#############################################################

#end simulation

#############################################################

# close files

close $obsv_file

close $traj_file

close $cord_file

close $stru_file

# terminate program

puts "\n\n===================================Finished===================================

exit

Energy-minimized (example for L = 60 bp):

#!/bin/sh

# tricking... the line after a these comments are interpreted as standard shell script \

exec $ESPRESSO_SOURCE/Espresso $0 $*

set tcl_precision 6

#############################################################

# system name

#############################################################

set n_part 60

set name "ann_ring$n_part"

# integration

set int_n_times 100

set heat_steps 1000

set cool_steps 100000

set int_steps 5

puts " "

puts "======================================================="

puts " $name.tcl "

puts "======================================================="

puts " "
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#############################################################

#output files

#############################################################

set obsv_file [open "$name.obs" "w"]

set traj_file [open "$name.vtf" "w"]

set cord_file [open "$name.vcf" "w"]

set stru_file [open "$name.vsf" "w"]

puts "opened output files\n"

#############################################################

# Setup System Box

#############################################################

set box_l 500

setmd box_l $box_l $box_l $box_l

setmd periodic 0 0 0

#setmd periodic 1 1 1

puts "set up simulation box with length $box_l\n"

############################################################

#particles and constraints

############################################################

set PI 3.141592653589793

set b_length 1

set r_circ [expr $n_part*$b_length/(2*$PI)]

set d_theta [expr 2*$PI/$n_part]

# Create the particles

for {set i 0} { $i < $n_part } {incr i} {

set cur_angle [expr $d_theta*$i]

set posx [expr $r_circ*cos($cur_angle)]

set posy [expr $r_circ*sin($cur_angle)]

set posz 0.0

part $i pos $posx $posy $posz type 0 mass 1

}

puts "placing particles and constraints"

puts "particle [part 0]"

puts "particle [part 1]"

puts "...\n"
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############################################################

#interactions between all types of objects

############################################################

#set pos_tol 0.01

#set vel_tol 0.01

set a_coef 18.6

set b_coef 1000

# The harmonic bond potential

inter 0 harmonic $b_coef $b_length

#inter 0 rigid_bond b_length pos_tol vel_tol

# The harmonic angle potential

#inter 1 angle $a_coef

# Tabulated angle potential

inter 1 tabulated angle "vol_yscale.dat"

# Fix COM

inter 0 0 comfixed 1

puts "Defined Interactions:\n[inter]\n"

############################################################

#define bonds between specific objects

############################################################

# Bond the particles

for {set i 0} { $i < [expr $n_part-1] } { incr i } {

part $i bond 0 [expr $i+1]

}

part [expr $n_part-1] bond 0 0

# Add the angle interactions

for {set i 1} { $i < [expr $n_part-1] } { incr i } {

part $i bond 1 [expr $i-1] [expr $i+1]

}

part 0 bond 1 [expr $n_part-1] 1

part [expr $n_part-1] bond 1 [expr $n_part-2] 0
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puts "Defined bonds\n"

#############################################################

# integration parameters

#############################################################

#md parameteres

setmd time_step 5e-5

setmd skin .5

set temp 1.0

set gamma 0.01

thermostat langevin $temp $gamma

setmd max_num_cells 2744

puts "Set md integration parameters\n"

#############################################################

#simulation integration

#############################################################

puts "\n\n____________Starting simulation integration: outputting [expr $int_n_times/$int_steps]

writevsf $traj_file

writevsf $stru_file

writevcf $traj_file

#inter ljforcecap 0

set cool_step [expr $temp/$cool_steps]

set heat_step [expr $temp/$heat_steps]

for {set i 0} { $i < $int_n_times } { incr i} {

# Warm-up steps

for {set j 0} { $j < $heat_steps } {incr j} {

set ntemp [expr $j*$heat_step]

thermostat langevin $ntemp $gamma

integrate 10

}
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# Cooling steps

for {set j 0} { $j < $cool_steps } {incr j} {

set ntemp [expr $temp - $j*$cool_step]

thermostat langevin $ntemp $gamma

integrate $int_steps

}

writevcf $traj_file

writevcf $cord_file

puts -nonewline "annealing run [expr $i+1] out of $int_n_times\r"

puts $obsv_file "{ time [setmd time] } [analyze energy]"

}

puts "\n\n________________________finished simulation integration________________________\n"

#############################################################

#end simulation

#############################################################

# close files

close $obsv_file

close $traj_file

close $cord_file

close $stru_file

# terminate program

puts "\n\n===================================Finished===================================

exit

B.2 Confinement of charged polymer to an oppositely

charged cylinder

#!/bin/sh

# tricking... the line after a these comments are interpreted as standard shell script \

exec $ESPRESSO_SOURCE/Espresso $0 $*
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set tcl_precision 6

#source ./subs.tcl

#source ../scripts/ABHmath.tcl

#############################################################

# system name

#############################################################

set PI 3.141592653589793

set wlc 0

set angon 1

set n_part 149

set qlarge 70.0

set qdelta 10.0

set qint 10

set qsmall -1

set turns 1.7

set ttw [expr 2*$turns*$PI]

set equil_steps 1000000

if { $wlc == 1 } {

set tname "wlc"

} elseif { $wlc == 0 } {

set tname "chc"

} else { return 0 }

set name "${tname}_line"

set pot_file_name "vol_coul_scaled.dat"

# integration

set int_steps 1000

set int_n_times 5000

puts " "

puts "======================================================="

puts " $name.tcl "
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puts "======================================================="

puts " "

#############################################################

#output files

#############################################################

#set obsv_file [open "$name.obs" "w"]

set traj_file [open "$name.vtf" "w"]

#set cord_file [open "$name.vcf" "w"]

set stru_file [open "$name.vsf" "w"]

puts "opened output files\n"

#############################################################

# Setup System Box

#############################################################

set box_l 500

setmd box_l $box_l $box_l $box_l

setmd periodic 0 0 0

puts "set up simulation box with length $box_l\n"

############################################################

#particles and constraints

############################################################

set b_length 1.0

set r_sphere [expr $n_part*$b_length/($ttw)]

set z_init [expr -$n_part*$b_length/2.0]

set xy_init [expr $r_sphere + $b_length]

set c_scale 18.0

set c_length [expr $c_scale*$b_length/2.0]

# Create the particles

for {set i 0} { $i < $n_part } {incr i} {

set posx 0.0

set posy $xy_init

set posz [expr $z_init + $b_length*$i]

part $i pos $posx $posy $posz q $qsmall type 0 mass 1

if { $i > 1 } {

part $i exclude [expr $i-1] }

# if { $i < $n_part-1 } {

# part $i exclude [expr $i+1] }
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# for {set j 0} {$j < $i} {incr j} {

# part $i exclude $j

# }

}

part $n_part pos 0.0 0.0 0.0 q $qlarge type 1 mass 100

#constraint sphere center 0.0 0.0 0.0 radius $r_sphere direction 1 type 2 penetrable 0 reflecting

constraint cylinder center 0.0 0.0 0.0 axis 1.0 0.0 0.0 radius $r_sphere length [expr 1.1*$c_length]

constraint wall normal -1.0 0.0 0.0 dist [expr -$c_length] type 3 penetrable 0 reflecting

constraint wall normal 1.0 0.0 0.0 dist [expr -$c_length] type 3 penetrable 0 reflecting

puts "placing particles and constraints"

puts "particle [part 0]"

puts "particle [part 1]"

puts "...\n"

############################################################

#interactions between all types of objects

############################################################

#set pos_tol 0.01

#set vel_tol 0.01

set a_coef 92.0

set b_coef 500.0

set dna_r 1.0

set eps 2.0

set sig [expr 0.89*$r_sphere]

set csig 1.0

set l_b 2.0

set kappa 0.05

set r_cut [expr 2.0**(1/6.0)*$csig]

#[expr $box_l/3.0]

#[expr 2.1*$r_sphere]

set alpha 1.0

set kdih 1.0

# The harmonic bond potential

inter 0 harmonic $b_coef $b_length

# The harmonic angle potential
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if { $wlc == 1 } {

inter 1 angle $a_coef }

# Tabulated angle potential

if { $wlc == 0 } {

inter 1 tabulated angle $pot_file_name }

# Dihedral

#inter 2 dihedral 2 $kdih 0.0

# Fix COM

inter 1 1 comfixed 1

# Lennard-Jones

inter 0 2 lennard-jones 0.0 $csig $r_cut

inter 0 3 lennard-jones 0.0 $csig $r_cut

#inter 0 0 lennard-jones 0.0 $dna_r 8.0

#auto 0.0 0.0 [expr $dna_r-$b_length]

# Soft Sphere

#inter 0 1 soft-sphere $asphere -2 [expr $box_l/10] $r_sphere

# Morse interaction

#inter 0 1 morse $eps $asphere $r_sphere $r_cut

#inter 0 2 morse $eps $alpha 0.0 $r_cut

# Coulomb

inter coulomb $l_b dh $kappa [expr 2.0*$r_sphere]

puts "Defined Interactions:\n[inter]\n"

############################################################

#define bonds between specific objects

############################################################

# Bond the particles

for {set i 0} { $i < [expr $n_part-1] } { incr i } {

part $i bond 0 [expr $i+1]

}

# Add the angle interactions

if { $angon == 1} {
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for {set i 1} { $i < [expr $n_part-1] } { incr i } {

part $i bond 1 [expr $i-1] [expr $i+1]

}

}

# Dihedral bonds

#for {set i 1} { $i < [expr $n_part-2] } { incr i } {

# part $i bond 2 [expr $i-1] [expr $i+1] [expr $i+2]

#}

#part [expr $n_part-2] bond 2 [expr $n_part-4] [expr $n_part-3] [expr $n_part-1]

puts "Defined bonds\n"

#############################################################

# integration parameters

#############################################################

#md parameteres

setmd time_step 1e-4

setmd skin .5

thermostat langevin 1.0 0.01

setmd max_num_cells 2744

puts "Set md integration parameters\n"

#############################################################

# Warmup Integration

#############################################################

set warm_steps 100

set warm_n_times 300

set min_dist 0.1

set act_min_dist [analyze mindist]

puts "\n\n______________starting warmup with $warm_steps integration steps $warm_n_times

set LJ cap

set cap 1

inter forcecap $cap

# Warmup Integration Loop

set i 0
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while { $i < $warm_n_times && $act_min_dist < $min_dist } {

integrate $warm_steps

# Warmup criterion

set act_min_dist [analyze mindist]

puts "run $i at time=[setmd time] min dist = $act_min_dist\r"

flush stdout

# write observables

# puts $obsv_file "{ time [setmd time] } [analyze energy]"

# Increase LJ cap

set cap [expr $cap+10]

inter forcecap $cap

incr i

}

inter forcecap 0

#e4

puts "\n______________________________Warmed up system_________________________________\n"

# Equilibration

integrate [expr $equil_steps]

puts "\n ____________________Equilibrated system_____________________________\n"

#############################################################

#simulation integration

#############################################################

puts "\n\n____________Starting simulation integration: outputting $int_n_times frames______________\n"

writevsf $traj_file

writevsf $stru_file

close $stru_file

writevcf $traj_file

#writevcf $cord_file

for {set j 0} { $j < $qint + 1 } { incr j } {
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set qnow [expr $qlarge + $j*$qdelta]

part $n_part q $qnow

set obsv_file [open "$name.q$qnow.obs" "w"]

set cord_file [open "$name.q$qnow.vcf" "w"]

for {set i 0} { $i < $int_n_times } { incr i } {

puts -nonewline "Running (run [expr $i+1]/$int_n_times)\r"

integrate $int_steps

writevcf $cord_file

writevcf $traj_file

puts $obsv_file "{ time [setmd time] } [analyze energy]"

}

close $obsv_file

close $cord_file

}

puts "\n\n________________________finished simulation integration________________________\n"

#############################################################

#end simulation

#############################################################

# close files

#close $obsv_file

close $traj_file

#close $cord_file

#close $stru_file

# terminate program

puts "\n\n===================================Finished===================================

exit
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